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'America: sick-Gregory
"Nixon would scare me to death if be
floated down from space acting the
way he does "
Human rights activist Dick Gregory
said here last night that President
Nixon is merely a manifestation of an
uncivilized society and urged an
audience of about 1.200 persons to
give sanity back to an insane world ."
"Every attitude and belief he
i Nixon I got. he learned in this
system." Gregory said "America is a
sick, insane, unethical, degenerate
nation Why not have a President who
reflects your country"
Gregory's talk could be better
labeled a performance because he used
a comedian s style to deliver a social
commentary He used wit and candor
to show the uncivilized" nature of
American society
DIRECTING
HIS
comments
primarily toward youth, he repeated
one theme
You've all got a big job

Weather
Cloud) with occasional rain
likel) toda> and tonight High
today in the low 40s Low tonight
in the 30s. Tomorrow variable
cloudiness and cooler with chance
of snow Hurries high in upper 30s
Probabililv of precipitation 70 per
cent toda> and tonight

and you ain't got 'oo much time "
Americans have reached the same
point as the Romans. Egyptians and
Greeks before the fall of their empires,
he said and placed responsibility for
saving society on youth
'America ain't never been
civilized." Gregory said "You've got
to civilize your country for the first
time
"Never before in the history ot
America have young folks had the
burden dropped on them like the old
folks have dropped on you The odds
are against you Never before in
history has a democracy survived 200
years "
Enjoining his audience to be of
service to its fellow men. he said.
You will decide that honesty and
integrity will be the cornerstone of this
nation or they will put a cornerstone on
you "
IN HIS SPEECH, sponsored by the
Hlack Student Union, Gregory
attacked
many commonly held
assumptions about current social
issues, among them
ENERGY CRISIS If all the oil we
get from the Middle East is six per
cent and they cut it all off- which they
didn't-how did we get a 33 per cent
shortage'' There
ain't
no gas
shortage There's more gas than there
ever was before Last year the oil
companies exported 284 per cent more
oil then they did the year before "
ARAB ISRAELI
CONFLICT-

"There's no Arab-Israeli situation,
that's
an
American-Russian
situation America and Russia, the
two superpimps in the world ''
FOOD SHORTAGE-Onions are so
high my wife used to cry when she
peeled them Now she cries when she
buys them If onions keep going up. in
six months, it'll be a status symbol to
have it on your breath "
NIXON'S TAXES~"Lasl year. 1 paid
J23.000 income taxes Nixon paid $700
The whole nation knows I'm against
the war. and the whole nation knows
Nixon's for it But I buy 123.000 of
napalm He buys $700 ''
HEBOZO Anytime the President's
got a best friend named Bebe. watch
him "
VIETNAM-It took only 10 days for
Congress to make football game
blackouts illegal if the game is sold
out. "but in 10 years they couldn't
make it illegal to drop bombs on
Southeast Asia "
NIXON'S ENEMIES LIST -Gregory
said when he heard he was on this list,
he said. "Call him up and tell him 1
accept before he changes his mind "
AMERICAN SOCIETY 1 can be
treated better dead in a foreign
country by my so-called enemy than I
can be treated alive in my own country
by my so-called friend "
RACE RELATIONS "You white
kids have gotten so hip and out of

control, they done decided to make you
the new niggers We ex niggers sure
wanna thank you new niggers You
done took some weight off us "
DRUGS AND ALCOHOL-"I've met
a lot of folks who are stupid enough to
believe smoking 'pot' is an anti-system
act. Who do you think supplies it?" He
said some people are "stupid enough to
think the more reefers they smoke and
the more alcohol they drink, the sooner
they're going to change the system."
EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS■ You ve got to let educational institutions know they exist to satisfy your
needs Tell them they'd better start
educating you and stop indoctrinating
you."

Instructor resigns
By Curt Hailelt
Staff Reporter
Christopher Douglas, the assistant
director of ethnic studies and an
assistant proiossor of political science.
has resigned both positions in a dispute
ovei his doctoral credentials
A letter of resignation, submitted by
Douglas attorney Friday, apparently
Indicates Douglas will not contest the
Charge thai he did not receive his
doctorate from Brandeis I'mv.siiy as
his record indicated

Peaceful era triggers new code
Editor's Note: The following article is
the first in a two part series on tht
Ohio Criminal Code as it relates to
campus unrest.
By Joan Gesll
Editor

Onginallj M H 1219 undet the old
code c ontui
offenses
t'nder the new rode, some
otlenses h.u, been deleted while
others have been added , Oie total
numbei ol offenses is 31 although
some arc different than those
described in II H 1219

House Bill 1219. passed by the 108th
Ohio Legislature in summer 1970, has
been called the toughest bill dealing
with campus disorders to date
To students, it meant stricter
penalties it lound guilty ol arson
dealing with fire bombs, inciting to not
or interfering al emergency scenes
To law enforcement officers, it
meant tighter law control
And to Ohio legislators, it was hope
for renewed campus peace
HOWEVER, a return to the
peacetime campus and a significant
decrease in campus riots have
nurtured a change in the law-thus
sections 3344 22 and 3345 23 of the
revised Ohio Criminal Code, effective
Jan I this yen
While H.B 1219 was. in effect, anti
not legislation, the sections ot the Ohio
Criminal Code considered here pertain
primarily to crimes ol violence or
threats of violence
The law applies to faculty, staff and
students

OFFENSES such as maiming,
burning propert) and fire bombs have
been deleted
Dale Shaffer, director ol Campus
Safety s.iui the following 13 ol the 31
trigger otlenses are those most likely
to occur al the i nivct sit>
Felonius
assault
aggravated
assault assault aggravated menacing,
rape Sexual battery disrupting public
service.
vandalism
milting
to
violence, not. intimidation, resisting
law authority and inducing panic
Section 3345 231) mandates thai the
trigger offenses will be invoked under
either state or municipal ordinance In
tht- past, violations ol municipal
ordinances were not ti Iggei offenses
BIT WHAT happens to a student s
University standing between the time
he is arrested and tried '
II the trigger offense was committed
on campus lor in the immediate

vuiniiv it a siatc ol emergenc) exists),
the a I'stinr offtcei inns' immedi ilely
contact the university president, who
Will contact the Chancellor ol the
Board ot Regents
The Chancellor then will appoint a
referee to preside over a hearing,
which must be held within live days
after the arrest
The hearing is to determine whether
or not the arrested person will bo
suspended from the university It is nol
a trial in a court ol law to determine
guilt or innocence
Once the hearing begins, the referee
will hear mini illation Iron) the accused
and the university or law enforcement
agencj before deciding on suspension
II tho referee finds the student did
commit the crime, he will order him
suspended from the university pending
the determination of the criminal
processes against him
The suspension will remain in effect
until the accused is acquitted or
convicted ol the crime for which he
was arrested
FROM HERE, the courts take over
II the student is convicted, the court
must notify the university, in which
case the violator will be dismissed
The dismissal is for a minimum of one
calendar year from the date ot
suspension if a suspension was
specified

Wat Gregory

H ,i final Judicial determination
rest '• - ir an irquittal ot it ihe
conviction is reversed on appeal, he
will be reinstated The university will
then expunge the record ol the
dismissal ft um the student s universit)
record
• Tomorrow:
University
administrators
and
students
comment on the new legislation.

Douglas had been given until
yesterday to prove he received the
degree alter being suspended without
pay Jan. .'
Vice Provost for Faculty Affairs
George Herman said yesterday the
resignation was ellective the dale of
the suspension
lie added that
University
administrators advised
Douglas when he was suspended "that
he was in a difficult position
A SPOKESWOMAN at Brandeis
University
Bald
yesterday
an
investigation into Douglas credentials
"will not be complete tor al Icasl
another week
But she added that one tact about the
case had already been ascertained "It
is definite he never got his doctorate
here
She declined lo answer further
questions, saying UM person directly
responsible for the investigation w is
unavailable
Douglas was lured as assistant
director of ethnic studies in
September. 1972. and was given the
assistant professorship in May of this
year on the basis of a purported
academic transcript and letter of

Douglas case
The number Of cases ol this sort is
just not large enough to change the fact
thai a university ot this sol t operates
basically on trust,' Dr, Herman said
He said the University "exercises
precautions with the same care most
universities do "
It a faculty member is hired before
degree requirements are completed.
1
'i llei man <i ^ >' - customary for
him to arrange to have his record

completed
He said Douglas had done this, and
that there was no reason to doubt"
ihe authenticity ol Ins records
Dr Herman said it is also customary
to write directly to people mentioned
in recommendations in order to check

authenticity

One step closer to embargo end
WASHINGTON lAPl
Senate
Republican Leader Hugh Scott said
yesterday the largest obstacle to an
end of the Arab oil embargo has been
removed with the signing of the IsraeliEgyptian disengagement agreement.
After attending a 90-minute briefing
by Secretary of State Henry A
Kissinger, along with other Republican
and Democratic congressional leaders.
Scott said the agreement was a hopeful
sign that "constructive progress" has
been made
However, he would not predict when
the Arabs might resume oil shipments
to the 1'nited States The exports were

cut off to protest IS policy toward
Israel
MEANWHILE,
Kl WAIT said
speculation that the embargo might be
relaxed was "premature
"Lifting of all oil measures is still
linked to Israeli withdrawal from
occupied Arab territories and the
restoration of the national rights of the
Palestinian people. Kuwait Foreign
Minister Sabah el Ahmed said in an
interview in the Beirut. Lebanon
newspaper Al Hai alAam- public
opinion
Scott of Pennsylvania and Majority

for Ridge Street closings
Hill Arnold, senior
\,\s
and
Student Body Organization iSBOl
president, presented the arguments for
closing Ridge Street in a guest
editorial opinion Friday on WSPD-TV,
channel 13
Arnold said in editorial. "Surveys by
our student government indicate 2,500
to 3.000 students cross this street at
each class change Based upon this
information, we have proposed that
approximately 200 yards of this street
in the most congested area be closed to

Officer injured

One good turn deserves another as Barney Ferguson gets rolled along by
"Skeedle" Miles in LeBlond Recreation Center, Cincinnati. (AP wirephoto)

nil HERMAN, CITING the few
instances ol such incidents in
University history, said he believes
there is no reason to overreact to the

Mid-east pact hopeful sign'

Arnold cites arguments

Insulated
somersault

qualifications received from Brandeis.
However, a check with Brandeis
resulting from a job application in
1 in am indicated he had not received
the degree as the letter and transcript
stated

A campus security officer was
injured last night at about 10: IS p.m. in
a two-car collision at the intersection
of Wooster Street and Thurstin
Avenue.
Patrolman John Gleason was
admitted to Wood County Hospital at
10:30 p.m with minor injur**,- a
hospital spokeswoman said. He is
being held for observation.
Details of the accident were
unavailable
pending
further
investigation by the Bowling Green
Police Department.

traffic from 8am to 4 p m. Monday
through Friday "
Arnold cited one of the city's reasons
against closing the street as being "the
most convenient street for travel east
to west with the minimum of stop
signs "
HE SAID. HOWEVER, that the
proposed detour "would add only a few
minutes to travel and would involve no
additional stop signs "
Arnold said the city maintains that
an additional entrance will be needed
for the nearby cemetery if Ridge
Street is closed
He said the city claims "the possible
new entrance to the north would make
all the tombsiones face the wrong way
as one entered the cemetery A totally
absurd excuse because our plan would
permit funerals to procede on Ridge
Street as normal."

«*. Si

■<■' r

"The city appears to believe that
since nj one has been killed in the
troublesome area that no problem
exists-but must we always make a
change after a person is fatally
injured''" he asked

Leader Mike Mansfield il) Mont I told
reporters alter the Kissinger briefing
that there were
"no secret
agreements" and that the United
Stales acted in Ihe Middle East solely
as ago between
Kissinger briefed the President and
then 16 congressional leaders from
both parties within hours after his predawn return from an 11-day. 15.600mile diplomatic mission in the Middle
East
SCOTT SAID that the disengagement
agreement has the virtue that neither
side will be so strong or so placed as to
be likely to resume a confrontation "
Mansfield said congressional leaders
would return to the White House
tomorrow to discuss the energy
situation and a legislative package
Nixon plans to present to cope with fuel
and gasoline shortages brought on by
the oil embargo
When he returned early yesterday,
Kissinger said that "real progress"
had also been made in efforts to get
Israel and Syria to agree to pullback
their forces
The most
important thing.."
Kissinger said of his marathon
negotiating effort, was that it may
have marked the restoration of normal
human relations in the area "

Inside the News...
• Looking for a degree that will
qualify you for employment in a
field
where
openings
are
numerous? The interdepartmental Management in Feed
Service Industry program may
be just what you are seeking.
Story on page four.
• Writers in Residence, the
literary supplement, makes its
first appearance in today's

;VfW». To be publili** •
quarterly basis, the supplement
will feature writers in and
around Bowling Green. Sea
pages 5-8
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epueRiaLS
cause for optimism
in energy address?
President Nixon's Saturday energy address gave reason for optimism
that gas rationing will not be necessary and that scare stories of gasoline
at $1 per gallon are just that-scare stories.
He said the Administration is ready to ration gas if need be. but added
there's good reason to believe rationing won't be necessary. Nixon also
promised to do everything possible to avoid rationing
The questions of whether there really is an energy shortage and
whether oil compar.ies are going to make huge profits were also
answered by the President in a spirit of optimism.
It remains to be seen whether the public will remain optimistic from
the answers
Nixon said the energy crisis is genuine and if voluntary conservation
efforts are not continued. Americans will realize the full impact of the
shortage.
About oil company profiteering Nixon said: 'Private profiteering at
the expense of public sacrifice must never he tolerated in a free
country."
It would be nice to believe the President's answers were that simple.
There are "ifs" in both situations.
Nixon wasn't precise when he said the energy crisis is genuine He
didn't give definite figures on reserves or the amount of oil being
processed
It takes a lot of faith in one man to believe the crisis is completely
genuine and Nixon doesn't have that faith from the people.
His order to the Federal Knergy Office to audit major oil companies to
prevent profiteering sounds great in a speech
But it's impossible to believe the on companies are not reaping some
additional profit from the energy cris-s
Overall the President seems confident about the energy situation for
the United States
He has assured us our sacrifices are not in vain and that the oil
companies will not profit from our sacrifices.
Nixon has become famous for misleading speeches that say one thing
while the opposite is true.
Fortunately, the good news was that rationing is unlikely.
Unfortunately, the bad news is that we still don't know if our President
is telling us the truth

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes .ill letters lo the editor and opinion nilumns
Letters ma) comment on anj othei letter column or editorial
Letters should bo a maximum ol soo words, typewritten We ask that
columns be no more ih.m lour typed pages triple spaced
The News maintains the right lo edit all submissions that exceed these
limits, with respect lo the l.'i.sol libel and proper taste
Letters and columns must include the author's name, address and
phone number, and may be mailed to the Editor, CO The BG News, lllfl
University Mall

urgent need to impeach
It astonishes me to hear the Nixon
apologists keep saying that there is no
proved impeachable ollense against
Ihcii man We have the word ol the
COUrta already on al least three illegal
actsoi the President

sense--c.g..
adoption
i however
temporary i of the Tom Huston plan
Or things that are unethical even if
not illegal-eg . offering the prize of
office to a judge in a case where one
has an interest

administration or regime.
We are told that impeachment might
weaken "the Presidency " Failure to
impeach weakens an even more
important institution-the one that all
Presidents swear to support

11 His impoundment of lunds has
been declared invalid because illegal
by over 20 court judgments.

I have nol even mentioned, yet. the
Watergate break-in or its cover-up
The plumbers' operation
The
President's tax returns The San
Clemente expenditures The Hughes
Kebozofund

THE OATH of office subordinates
the Presidency to the Constitution. Mr
.Nixon tried to reverse this proper
order If we acquiesce in his attempt
documentable on a number of scores we share his guilt.
If we say it does not matter what a
President may do outside the law. we
are publishing the Constitutions
obsolescence or irrelevancy
If we say all Presidents are just as
bad. we admit we have never lived
under our proclaimed law.
How can any teacher keep a straight
(ace. hereafter, as he or she teaches
children what the Constitution means,
if we by our inaction show that we
consider the Constitution meaningless''

21 His appointment of Howard
Phillips to the OEO without
Congressional consent was declared
illegal, and Phillips had to go. putting
all his official acts in a weird shadow
of invalidity
3) ■worni it court declared the
dismissal ol Archibald (ox illegal- and
President Andrew Johnson, you will
remember, was impeached lor what
the Congress thought an illegal
dismissal
(iranted. these are
only
Uiree
court judgments against the President
hut most Presidents manage to gel
through their terms with only one 101
with noi court judgment against then
acts

II would be odd if Ihis were not the
case A situation in which the nation's
highest officer was always being
condemned by the nation's legal
process would obviously be unhealthy
And we should remember that the
President is being challenged in many
other courts where judgment has not
been delivered yet-in the dairy case,
the ITT proceedings, the invasion of
privacy suits
BESIDES, there are other matters
that may be illegal without lending
themselves to statutory process--e g .
the bombing of Cambodia without
Congressional knowledge or assenl
Or things that are unconstitutional
without being illegal in the narrow

There is ample material,
abundance, even a surplus,
impeaching the President What
lack are not counts in the charge,
will to bing the charge at all

an
for
we
but

WE SHY, understandably, away
from anything drastic-it is a sound
conservative instinct
But the impeachment clause was put
in the Constitution for conservative
reasons-not only to be used, when
occasion demands, but perpetually to
remind us that conserving the
Constitution is a more important task
than the preservation of any one

EVERY DAY this President goes
unimpeached. we impeach-we throw
into question oui own highest law
Copyright,

1974, Universal
Syndicate

Press

LeTTers
get my first SS check until late March
or early April I know I'm not unique in
a mess-up such as this, but I'm just fed
up

reader irked by white's sports column
We have been planning to complain
about the reporting done on basketball
tor quite a while Kenny Whiles in
particular
When he summarizes the game It's
ok. but usually the column consists ol
his opinions
These opinions seem to ihange with
each game, depending on whether the
Falcons win or lose When the team
wins it s great but when they lose he
slues them to shreds nothing they do
is right
IT'S HIS business that he is such a
changeable Ian. only backing the
Falcons when they win. but he
shouldn't let his feelings intluence his
reporting so much
This part ol our letter is in reference
to Jack O'Breu'S column "Boo antics
unnecessary
in
the Thursday
January 17 issue of The BG News.
I realize the spectators booed when
the Falcons went into the locker room

-me BG news
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1 d just like to (hank all (he people in
the Registrar's Office for (he beaudful
way they handled my Social Security
verification papers It may be the
highlight i ' i ol an already screwed-up
school year
In order lor payments to be issued to
a college student. Social Security must

first verify college attendance TheSS

i Editor's note: The following speech
was given by President Richard Nixon
in 19SI at the Hotel Sutler in Boston,
while he was a senator. The speech
was a denunciation of the Truman
Administration).

This Administration has proved
that it is utterly incapable o( cleaning
out the corruption which has
completely eroded it and reestablishing (he confidence and (aith ol
honesty of their government
employees.
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"THE INVESTIGATIONS which
have been conducted to date have
only scratched the surface
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I FOR one. am consistent Our
Falcons may make mistakes, but they

are overshadowed because I believe
(hat the basketball team will go on to
win the MAC race with or without the
ego boost fair reporting and loyal fans
would give them

Brook Whyle
09 Harmon
Kuss Baxter
287 Phi Kappa Tau

people tirst attempted to do this when 1
died in early October.
HOWEVER, the forms were los(
here at BG. lorcing Social Security to
ask again in early December
Finally, a reply was sent on January
10. 1973. almost three months alter the
original inquiry and one month after
the second

Since promptness is an unknown
quality at the power tower" isave for
sending out bills). I can understand a
delay isuch as a month (or my winter
schedule or until January 9 for my
Winter validation) but three months
just to check two or three boxes on a
post-paid postcard?
BECAUSE OF this screw-up. I won't

history repeats itself:
richard nlxon- ? 951

ft* M »*•«■ - »»•*••—I '■■»■■■' ■»•• •"*•*•
■V—v« ttw '«tvtev HW -•«» etvrmf **m ••■»«
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everyone else was booing the referees
Trios** rets were terrible, calling
things that never happened, and not
calling things they should have
Several fans started out onlo the
floor after some particularly bad calls
and non-calls

slip-up at the registrar's office

• .bwbsram ttfvw

•usmiss siaif

•W,.-.oI

WE HAD two ol the type of fans' the
column describes sitting behind us and
I tBrook Whytel felt like turning
around and socking them one
Those two were Ihe only people I
heard yelling al Ihe Falcons Most

im»li ■ <i..~oi

»kw*<4<M
HniMf

1 oiler no excuse because I don t know
what or whom the audience was booing
at. nor why

"For every case which is exposed,
there are ten which are successfully
covered up and even then this

Administration will go down in history
as
the
scandal .1 day
Administration It is typical o( (he
moral standards of the Administration
that when they are caught red-handed
which pay-off money in their bank
accounts, the best defense (hey can
give is lha( they won the money in a
poker game, a crap game or by hitting
the daily double

defended and condoned by the
President
and
other
high
Administration officials.
"WE HAVE had corruption by those
in high places If they won't recognize
or admil that corruption exists, how
can we expect them to clean it up?"

I hope Ihe University will undersland
this when my spring quarter payment
is late

Jeff Sipos
Locust Lane No 4
Weston. Ohio 43569

wage freeze
Many will argue the pros and cons of
the wage regulations Olhers will
accepl (he fac( that they are subject to
them Others will have only a vague
idea of their purpose, scope, and
effect
There is a (our(h category of people:
those who work hard to meet expenses
with a low-paying job.
THEY WILL accept a wage-freeze
excuse from their employers as the
reason for a raise refusal For them,
any job is better than no job.
Unfortunately, all big businesses do
not tell the whole truth. Did vbu know
that even though there is a wage freeze
in effect for some industries, those
employees earning under $3.50 per
hour are eiempt from these pay
limitations1

The great tragedy, however, is not
that corruption exists, but that it is

Much is said these days about the
Roman Catholic religion
Then the purpose of this essay is to
explain the mind of Christ-Roman
Catholicism The mind of Christ is the
essential element 10 (he Mystical Body
of Christ
THE LATTER is God's organizalion
on earth to continue His work
First of all. there is a supernatural
order of God and Heaven Everything
has an ultimate cause and that is GodThe only infinite Being.
God in His infinity showed His mercy
on mankind and sent his only begotten
Son-Christ to redeem us from our sins

THE

REJECTION

of

God

in

thoughts, word and deed is what sin is
all about; rejecting God and living for
only the temporal pleasures of this life,
like drugs, pot. et al—these are .the
essence of sin.
It is time to restore decency and if
you agree write or call me at 4297 S.
Main Si . Perry. Ohio 44081-259-2412
AS THE BIBLE points out. the last
days before the coming of Chrisl_will
be of apostasy and the rejection of
God. even by his so-called followers
like the Berrigan brothers, and the expriests etc.
Let us restore decency now. Right1
Douglas Keith

Laura Caple
28 McDonald North

<.
tAAMVVslCMG>i lUVJCuJED
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TEXT.TWERE:V49?E"A NEW class of royally has been
created in the I'mted States and its
princes o( privileges and pay-offs
include (he racke(eers who get
concessions on their income lax cases,
the insiders who get favorite treatment
on government contracts, the influence
peddlers with keys to the White House,
the government employee who uses hi«
position to feather his nest.

roman
Catholicism

QV£s,M,ssuu6ue.si

4297 S. Main St.
Perry. Ohio 44081
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Oil industries' 1960 warnings
become 1974 energy shortage
WASHINGTON (API-Oil
executives told Congress
yesterday the energy crisis
was not contrived by the
petroleum industry but was
caused by low natural-gas
prices and environmental
concerns
The executives testified
belore a Senate subcommittee investigating the
severity of the energy crisis
The hearing opened with
Sen Abraham A Kibicoff
(O-Conn. i accusing the oil
industry of "cheating the
American public "

N.—pS... k, O.™. J P.*.

Now you know what it foolt lika lo bo a pep bottle.

Kibicoff said major oil
companies had deliberately
misled the public about the
scope ot the energy crisis to
create a panic situation He
said the result was that
people are so frightened
about tomorrow that every
time they pass a gasoline
station they fill up. just like
a dog stopping at every
telegraph pole "

Students to check energy use
Student Body Organization
iSBOl has established a Student Energy Committee
i SEC > to obtain student
input on formulating crises
measures at the University
Bill Arnold, senior IA&SI
and SBO president,
conceived and implemented
the idea of an energy

committee which presently
consists of five students
SEC chairman Thomas
Melecki, junior 1A&S1. sees
two phases to the
committee's work
Initially, we must draw
student input." Melecki
said

MELECKI first sent a
letter to all residence hall
governments and staffs,
along with fraternity and
sorority house officers
The letter requests a short
report on energy-saving
measures existing in living
units It also asks for
suggestions or ideas which

residents wish the I'niversity to enact
These reports, due to SEC
Jan. 30. will help formulate
a questionnaire on student
outlook concerning energy
cutbacks
Melecki then hopes to "dig
deeper into the feedback" in
gauging student priorities

Campus Safety reports incidents
A I'niversity studenl was alleged!)
chased and beaten h\ two men early
Sunday morning, and required -1
stitches in Ins head .is a result of the
incident
Campus Safety i.t Rogei \ Daousi
said yesterday that John Felock,
freshman lAstSi, reported he was
assaulted by two men after he threw
snowballs at their moving car
The two men reportedly jumped
Irom their car described as ;i late
model blue Oldsmobile. and phased
Feiock into the Anderson Hall lobby
where he was beaten and kicked in the
lace

Feiock was treated at Wood County
Hospital and transferred to the
I niu'isitv Health Center He was
released the following morning
Also tiling assault charges was
James Wade, who claimed two men
left their blue Buick and knocked him
to the ground for no apparent reason
Friday night
OTHER CAMPUS crimes reported
over the weekend were a hit skip
accident vandalism to a cigarette
machine in McDonald Quadrangle and
a stolen car tape player
Bowling Green Police last Friday

8-BALL BILLIARDS
DOUBLES LEAGUE

charged Philip Hampton Jr . 30. of
Kostona with additional charges ol
rape The latest charges are in
connection with the alleged rape ol a

University studenl Dec 13
A preliminary hearing is scheduled

tor» a m Wednesday
City police also arrested and charged
Jamie Henneberry. junior I Ed I, with
placing more than 400 long distance
telephone calls to New Jersey and
charging them to a I'niversity
telephoiw number
Henneberry middle guard ol the
University's 1973 lootball squad, was
released on a $700 bond

The
Mouth that roars.

PLAY STARTS WED.. JAN. 23 • 7:00 P.M.

TWO-PERSON TEAMS • 7 WEEKS

Big Mouth from
Mickey's Malt Liquor

SIGN UP AT UA0 OFFICE
S3.50/TEAM

$1.75/PERSON

Jfc8

Ifm |

and attitudes toward
possible
University
measures.
Following student inputs.
SEC will report to the
Campus Task Force on
Energy Conservation,
"hopefully by mid-February." Melecki said
"The second phase."
Melecki explained, "is to get
the students to cooperate
with whatever measures
will be enacted "
MELECKI said this could
be difficult
"I find a great amount of
skepticism about the energy
crises in the student body."
he contended.
There is a vacancy on the
committee and any interested student should
contact Thomas Melecki or
SBO. 405 Student Services
Bldg

EXECUTIVES OF Exxon.
Gulf. Mobil. Shell. Standard
of California. Amoco and
Texaco sat as a panel to
answer, under oath, charges
that the oil shortage was
concocted.
Harry Bridges, president
of Shell Oil Co., said the
shortage not only is genuine
but the worst is yet to come
We are going to have
such acute shortages in the
next few months in all products." he said
Z I) Bonner. president of
Gull Oil Col' S . said the
shortage should have come
as no surprise because the
industry has been issuing
warnings since I960

Bonner denounced
"mistaken notion" that
crisis was caused by
Arab shutoff of oil to
United States.

the
the
the
the

Another myth, he said, is
that the I'nited States is running out of energy
resources
Bonner said a key reason
for the current shortage is
that natural-gas prices have
been held down by the
Federal Power Commission
AS A RESULT, he said, oil
companies have had "too
little income to pay for
enough exploration.

resulting in a decline in
natural-gas reserves."
IN OTHER energy-related
developments
-President Nixon conferred with officials if the
Federal Energy Office and
Internal Revenue Service,
urging them to make sure
the oil industry refrains
from price gouging or realizing windfall profits from
the energy crisis
The Energy Office.
meanwhile, listed 43 oil refiners required to share
crude oil supplies with
others under the national
petroleum allocation
program

newsnotes
Nixon
WASHINGTON (API - The 93rd
Congress opened its second session
yesterday with the two top House
Democrats expressing different
opinions as to whether President Nixon
should resign.
House Democratic Leader Thomas P
O'Neill Jr of Massachusetts said it
would be in the best interests of the
nation if the President did resign.
But Speaker Carl Albert said "1 would
have to think a long time before I would
recommend to the President that he
resign."

Truckers
EAST LIVERPOOL. Ohio (API - The
glint of steel in the beams of Ohio
Highway Patrol car headlights led to
discovery of roofing nails in emergency
crossing routes between highway
medians, a patrolman said yesterday.
The nails were found while patrolmen
were checking on a trucking stoppage
begun by a group of independent owneroperators who are protesting high fuel
prices and seeking a further increase in
freight rates.
Every one of the Ohio 11 crossings
within Columbiana County had its own
supply of the nails, the patrol said.

adding that it had no reports of damage
from them The crossings are barred to
normal traffic The spokesman said it
was undetermined who scattered the
nails.

Kent trial
CLEVELAND (API Ohio National
Guardsmen were in physical danger but
not mortal danger when they clashed
with Kent State University students
nearly four years ago. a guardsman who
was there said yesterday
Charles Dodson of North Madison,
then a specialist fourth class in
Company A. 145th Infantry, said he was
called yesterday to testify in the federal
grand jury probe of the shootings that
occurred during the confrontation The
shots came from his unit. Dodson said,
but he said he wasn't one of those who
fired

Skylab
SPACE CENTER. Houston (API - A
troublesome Skylab gyroscope sent out
two more "distress signals" yesterday,
raising concern that the stabilizing
device might soon fail
But even if it did breakdown. Mission
Control officials say the Skylab 3
astronauts may still be able to complete
a full 84-day mission by using backup
control systems

Taste better
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WE DELIVER
CALL

352-5166
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Soothing. Refreshing. In two sizes: One or Two.
Complete with cup.
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Cook your way into business
By Juel Romtker
Newt Editor
Looking (or a field of work
where employment opportunities are wide open?
You
might
investigate
majoring in Management in
Food Service Industry with
a bachelor of science in
technology degree.
Sound foreboding'' Maybe,
but the many existing job
opportunities should sound
interesting, if not unusual.
An interdepartmental program in home economics,
food service management
training allows students a
chance to be employed in an
array of areas ranging from
restaurants to hotels and
motels to hospitals

Learning
the trade

oetty Mackey, (right), attitlanl profonor of hem* •conomici instruct! DantM
Shwkb and Mike Farnol, teniori (Ed), in proper cars of kitchon oqoipmonl.
(Nowtpholo by Gone J. Putkar)

"THE JOBS are there.
Betty
Mackey.
assistant
professor
of
home
economics, said yesterday.
"The industries are growing
fast and we are urging undeclared freshmen into the
program.''
She
added
that
most
students do not realize the
existing
opportunities
in
food service management
and other areas in home
economics
Citing a program at a university in Michigan. Mackey
said it has a school of restaurant
"which this Uni-

Club to start professor profile
The newly reorganized
Political Science Student
I'mon i PSSU I will hold its
first meeting at 7 30 tonight
in 30.1 Moseley Hall All political
science
majors,
minors and students interested in the department
are invited to attend.
Or. (Jerald Rigby. chairman of the political science
department, will be at the
meeting to discuss any complaints or suggestions students have concerning the
department. according to
Fred Johnson, senior lA&SI
and
one
of
PSSU's
organizers

"We are asking him to
speak at the first meeting
not merely to introduce
students to him. but because
the chairman of the department is the best person to do
this too. Johnson said
ALSO AT this meeting students will be given a twopage
handout
describing
past activities of the previous
PSSU
and
future
activities
of
the
newly
organized group
Johnson said yesterday.
"We want to begin informing students of the
committees they can join to

plug in
input
department"

into

"We don't have a bad
department, but rfe want an
excellent department If we
(PSSU) can generate student input we can make our
department
much
stronger." he added.

the

PSSU has two major short
term objectives, Johnson
said "We want to develop a
new course evaluation on
each professor and then we
hope to build a profile on
them," he said

Since
several
faculty
positions will be opening up
in the department. Johnson
said PSSU wants to acquaint
students with the ways they
can influence the selection
of new faculty members

"OUR LONG range goal is
to try to generate enough
student
interest
in
the
department to attract more
students to political science
Then the department will
get more money and can do
more things." Johnson said

UAO Table Tennis
Tournament

"Most students don't know
there are forms they can fill
out giving their opinions and

GOOD/YEAR

Thursday Jan. 24
7 p.m.
Offenhauer Lounge
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that they can meet with the
prospective
faculty
members." Johnson said
"We want to inform the
students of this "
He said PSSU aims to
make majors more active in
the department "We have
180
majors
in
political
science and there is a
fantastic lack of feedback
Many of them are not concerned with the department,
you don't know they are
majors except on paper." he
said

Mackey said the program
allows students to chose
their own direction through
a large block of electives
AS STUDENTS seek the
area they wish to specialize
in. they are given experience in food service
through
the
University's
Food Services.
"We get good cooperation
from
the campus Food
Service which allows students
to
gain
valuable
experience in food quantities." Mackey said.
Internships also provide
work experience for the students, she added

the campus community so
"those even remotely interested in the restaurant
field can join."
Through the club, students
hopefully can become aware
of the program and the
numerous jobs open in food
service management, she
said
"We
have
people
screaming for students with
a four-year background in
restaurant
management."
Dr Kincaid said. "We just
do not have enough students
to meet the jobs We have
the jobs, now we need the
students."
She said the restaurant
club is planning to hold
demonstrations by caterers
on ice carving and flaming
foods "These things look so
complicated but are really
quite simple when you see
how people actually do it."
she explained.

"WE'D ALSO like to have
the club plan and serve
dinners This would give students experience in the planning and production of a big
dinner." Dr. Kincaid said.
Ohio State University has
a restaurant club and students
participate
in
activities they cannot do in
class, she said
She said this can expand
employment possibilities for
students
while
allowing
them
to
participate
In
restaurant-oriented
activities.
"Then
hopefully
students can make a better
choice of the job they want
when they graduate." Dr
Kincaid said
The restaurant club will
hold its first meeting at 8
tonight in the Living Center,
fint floor Home Economics Bldg It is open to the
public.

Work in dormitory dining
halls provides what Mackey
calls "a lab experience."
This involves a food service
management course which
is planned carefully by the
teacher." she said
It is a planned learning
experience and the teacher
gives some controls If the
students are told to do an inventory on a certain kitchen,
then they do it." Mackey explained
SHE SAID this is considered volunteer work so
students are not paid
To further broaden experiences, a restaurant club
has been formed ' One main
objective of the club is to
give visibility to the fact we
haw a restaurant management program." Dr Jean
Kincaid. club advisor and
assistant professor of home
economics, said.
She said the club is open to

Shakespeare talk set
J I. Styan. chairman of
the University of Michigan
Knglish
department
and
respected
authority
on
Shakespearean drama, will
present a lecture entitled
"Shakespeare on Stage and
Screen'' 5 p.m. tomorrow in
the Alumni Koom. Union.
Styan has authored more
than 25 articles and books on
drama, including "The Dark
Comedy" and "The Challenge of the Theatre." An
experienced lecturer, he has
spoken to college audiences
across the United States and
Britain, as well as in Paris
and Stockholm He has been
a panel lecturer for the
British Film Institute, the
Director of Studies at the
Yorkshire Drama School
and chairman of the British
Drama League

Sign

Reg. Price '32.95

versity can't compare with,
but we compare to it in the
program courses we offer."
To prepare students in
food service management,
courses offered include personnel management, biology
in relation to food, the
science of food preparation,
meal
management
and
quantity production planning
and purchasing which includes
learning
how
to
select equipment and draw
plans for a kitchen

Up

Following the lecture, the
National Theatre production
of
"Othello,"
starring
Laurence
Olivier
and
Maggie Smith, will be shown
at 8 p in
in 210 MathScience Bldg

Dal

Smith

tonior

(Id.),

proporot

on.

^

gourmet chof. (Nowtphoto by Oone J. Putkar)
Both events, free and open
to the public, are sponsored
by the English department

Sonata to highlight concert
The world premier of
Richard Cioffan's "Sonata
for Horn and Piano" will
highlight a French horn
concert at 8 p.m. tomorrow
The
concert
will
be
presented
by
Herbert
Spencer,
instructor
of

for

performance studies.
He
will be assisted by tenor
itichard Mathey. assistant
professor
of
music
education, in presenting a
selection by Franz Schubert.
Spencer is a member of
the Woodwind Quintet

Orientation

Cioffari
is
assistant
director
of
orchestra
activities and conductor of
the chamber orchestra at
the I'niversity of Michigan
The concert will be in
Kecital
Hall.
School of
Music
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WRITERS IN RESIDENCE
The BG News Literary Supplement

WINTER 74 No. 1

Mark Barman

Editor's note:

Editor

LATE NOVEMBER

Writers in Residence, the form of this year's
supplement, will be published on a quarterly
basis. The winter issue is given over to writers
in and around Bowling Green and is intended
to be a viable voice for this community'*
writers.
Contributions and comments are welcome
as good communication for the free flow of the
creative processes involved.
This first issue features the work of two
poets: Dave Adams and Jim Grabill.

We cannot see the universe
Expanding beyond
Our greatest thought.
The earth falls,
Because of gravity.
Our grandmothers return
like the snow.
The earth is surrounded
By a hole.
On the next farm,
The sheep run in
For lunch.
They run into the snow
And keep going.

Mark Berman

•

in this issue:
Clark Baker, three poems; Betsy Gilinson,
one poem; Pat Rogers, one poem; Jim Grabill,
six poems; Fran Doty, two poems; Jim Desalvo,
one poem; Fredrick Eckman, one poem; Pauli
Ponu, one poem; Dave Adams, three poems;
Mark Berman, two poems; J. Garmhausen,
two poems; Phil Smith, two poems.
R.P. Bergstrom, one story, Ed Suba, one
photo, Steve Grossman, sketches.

S»»v» Groitman

They are all stupid
to be here
at this time at this.
They should be.

It is as if we are deep
In the earth,
Where cobalt
Is full of moths,
The glare of mugs
Heaving in moonlight,
Huge deposits,
The ancient red shadows,
The iron booming
In the sun.
Jim Grabill

As I push closer
I get further away,
out to black spots in space.
Endlessly I work
at filling them up.
Patrick Rogers

R.P Bergstrom

During the last years of the
Great Depression, Albert Thedford
decided that it was time for a
change. Life was treating him
unfairly; it was passing him by. It
had lately become impossible for
him to sleep nights, knowing it was
out there, passing him by.
"My life has begun to rot and
stink." Albert often moaned, lying
awake in his dreary room. "Life is
passing me by. and here I sit.
growing soft and beginning to rot
and stink."
And so. he decided to change his
lot: finer things called to him. He
quit his job in the hardware store
and heaped all those possessions he
could not sell into the back of his
old sedan It was good-bye to
Scottsbluff. Neb., with its
soundless days and sleepless
nights, and hello to a life of
fullness, richness, lust and bravo
Shortly after dawn on a cloudy
day. and after yet another
sleepless night, a determined
Albert pointed his baggage laden
Chevy sedan toward Chicago (or
maybe even New York! I; for if life
was passing him by. it was sure to
■e found there in abundance.

He got as far as Maxwell, a mere
175 miles, before the old sedan
bolted, shuddered, and slammed to
a halt. Albert was upset by this
delay; it wasn't in his plans. He
kicked the door of the steaming old

sedan, and cursed his luck, his life,
his fate In the frustration of the
moment, he nearly cursed God
Himself, only refraining through
an effort of tremendous selfcontrol.
Yes. it was a delay, senseless,
maddening, and in so many ways
heart-breaking, but it was only
that. This much Albert knew; of
this he was certain The lights and
sounds and life of Chicago (and
maybe even New York!) were only
temporarily beyond his reach.
He took a room above the
Maxwell Dry Goods and Supplies
Store, and spent most of his time
working on the old sedan. Art
Castor, the bent, rickety old owner
of the store would often come out
and watch Albert work.
"Nope, not a garage or mechanic
for miles." Art had sputtered one
morning. "Might be one up in
North Platt, though; but not no
closer."
"But I'm going to Chicago."
Albert declared, looking off to the
East.
Old Art just coughed and nodded
and went back to his dry goods.
Albert worked on the old car
from morning to night, but with
little result. There was simply no
life left in the old engine, and
nothing Albert could do would
change that. One day Art offered to
order parts through the store, and
Albert was quick to accept; he
wasn't about to be defeated. In the
meantime, Art suggested. Albert
might work around the store if he
wanted - something to do until the
parts came in. It wouldn't be for
very long. Albert thought. And

after all. he did have a certain
amount of experience: dry goods
weren't all that different from
hardware.
And so Albert stayed on in
Maxwell, living above the dry
goods store and working down
there most of his days It wasn't ;in
unpleasant time; he was busy, and
Art and his wife treated him like
family. Yet. still there were
moments when he cursed his
plight. Standing before the store
window, looking out at the rusting
old auto, the sights and sounds and
songs of Chicago, the teeming life
of those cities to the East, seemed
further away than ever
HE SPENT his evenings in the
small cafe adjacent ot the dry
goods store, sipping beers and
listening to the country music
there. It was never crowded in the
cafe, but there were always enough
people to talk and drink with,
always someone to play the
jukebox. Albert talked mostly
about Chicago, about the fast cars
and women, the shows and night
life, the hustle and bustle.
"She's quite a place, that city,"
Albert would say "Yes sir.
millions of people Can you
imagine! Millions! That's where
I'm headed, you know That's
where the life is!"
The others mostly nodded and
sipped their beers when Albert
spoke of his cities to the East; and
Albert thought it sad. for life was
passing them by too, and they
didn't understand Late at night,
long after the cafe had closed.
Albert would sit in his window and

look out over the vast moon-lit
prairie and think how sad it was
that these people would never
know the lights or the sounds or the
music ol those great places. He
would sit there all night
sometimes, thinking of how sad
thatreally was.
The weeks went by. and still no
automobile parts had come in. But
for the lime being Albert was able
to accept this, for poor old Art had
fallen seriously ill with bronchitis
and now most of the responsibility
for the store fell on him On the one
hand, this responsibility was
heaven sent, for it kept Albert
busier than ever; and then also,
Mrs. Castor had agreed to pay
Albert more, which meant more to
be saved toward Chicago lor
maybe even New York I, But on the
other hand, this additional
responsibility was gradually
becoming more than Albert could
physically handle. Since his arrival
in Maxwell his insomnia, rather
than subside, had become worse.
Many were the night when Albert
would sit tired, but wide-eyed,
before his window waiting for the
sun to rise, only then to go
downstairs and work a full day in
the store.
Albert blamed this insomnia on
two things: first, his intense desire
to be done with Maxwell and on his
way to greater places: and second,
on the cafe.

the ceiling, counting away the
hours on the country tunes that
drifted up to him. He hadn't
noticed it when he had first taken
the room, but now as he became
more and more anxious for the
sights and sounds and etc of the
cities to the East, and as he
became more and more tired from
his work in the store, the continual
barrage of country and western
music that flooded up from the old
box next door served to weary him
greatly.
Time traveled further and
Albert, visibly less a man than
when he had arrived in Maxwell,
grew weaker. It was becoming too
much for him, the lack of sleep and
the additional work. His health was
beginning to wane. Mrs Castor had
made note of it and said he should
get some rest, said he was looking
gray and pale. His hands had begun
to shake and he was beginning to
drink heavily; his temper had
become extremely short and at
times he cursed aloud for
seemingly no reason.
One evening, when Albert had
been in Maxwell for nearly six
months, he asked the owner of the
cafe to lower the volume of the old
box, a request he had made several
times before.
"It can't be." Albert muttered,
staring with vacant eyes.

THE CAFE was just below and
next door, and every night until
two a.m. the music from the old
box flooded up into his room. Each
night Albert lay there looking up at

Albert lay on his bed, trying to
get some part of sleep into him. He
had drunk heavily that night, but
still he only lay awake. 0. New
York! O. Chicago! Albert thought.

staring up at the ceiling. The soft
country music drifted up to him
and seemed to mock him as he lay
there. He got upp and paced back
and forth, and it seemed to him
that he couldn't hear any voices
from below, only the music.
They've turned it up. he thought
They've turned it up to mock me.
He lay down again, in a fever, but
still no relief, and only the music,
which seemed to grow louder
Louder and louder it grew, the soft
country music, until Albert could
take no more, until he burst from
his room, down the stairs, through
the dry goods store, and out into
the cafe.
There were two men
sitting at a back gable, and Albert
couldn't quite make them out.
They were smoking and seemed to
be talking softly, and hadn't
noticed him come in. He staggered
there for a moment, squinting into
the darkness, and then swung about
wildly and leveled and emptied a
Colt 44 into the belly of the old box.
Then he turned on his heel, and was
gone.

Much later, beside a snowy
federal highway. Albert Thedford
stood with his thumb out like a
tattered old flag, heading
westward. Out there somewhere,
somewhere in the snowy silence,
was an old jukebox, shattered by
gunshots, yet singing still; and
Thedford, tired and hungry for
sleep, trudged back, back to a
softness and silence, back to his
understood music.
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awmmwwift
rained on last night, my marigolds,
skk with color and Hoot,
droop in thoir window-box.

light blue bird of light
man pregnant

a morning's Into disease: tho breakfast grease
still in tho sink, cans
and packages, iconcltan
nothing moro

in tho clouds

bocauso it is too hot, bocuaso
this morning i
don't want to movo
from my chair, from my cluttered tablo.

Think twice.
Move
both
behind you.

i want all of those
objects...
to covor thorn with
a shoot of this thickonod air.

The world.

but that droam, old as it is,
and common,
blinds nothing day into
day.

it seems
that way
it is like
taking
temperatures

still, in my imagining,
from my heart's wintered forest
leaps its cold incessant
wolf,

Clark Baker

predator to this dreamless
earth,
tearing all in his arctic fire
until,
beneath him, the remnant ashes
gleam; life's
dull lamps suddenly
fixed and pure.

WHY WE FEEL SO FUNNY TODAY

when the last world sank
into the
SEE

as he steps to me, in all
ascending death, where
is my own?

the body
went one way

for my fingers pierce
the threat's soft dark fur
without effort.

the head
another
Clark Baker

rushing, silent,
the blood drains its last
color
into lakes of the blackened
frozen soil.

Steve Grossman

ARGUMENT ON BEHALF OF THE THING IN THE JAR
It'll die
if you keep it— they

veins flap, blue in the wind,
the sound of my hope, like
shredded flags.
the
dream ends and
i am alone, slothful in my life
which tastes nothing...tastes
not at all.

123456
615243
364125
532614
451362
246531
531

need lots of space
to hop around
SAGITTARIUS
for Linda

so now, let the darkness race, grass
to grass.

fit Is a brown woman
dancing
Waving flame.

let it,
as the blood of dreams
pools, crusts on my still tongue,

in. It won't live very long
in there. They tend to die soon
in captivity. They
don't last long. It

vaseline
syzygy
wrangled
slides
the
strain

will die
in there. It

Clark Baker
can't live.
You're going to kill it.

define here, roofless and vacant,
nothing;
a mirror to dwarfish stars.

winter evening: Hollywood Beach

strain
vaseline
the
syzygy
slides
wrangled

old men in bermudas and dark
knee socks gather like familiar
pigeons on the boardwalk, waiting
for news, it seems there is an
out-of-town paper always

wrangled
strain
slides
vaseline
syzygy
the

J. Garmhausen

Dave Adams

the laborer's dream
Break time. Leaving the long square-blade shovel in the sand, he goes to the
wagon, buys his lemonade, and crumples himself in the shade of a pile of
cement-block. It is only 9:30, but already sweat has stuck his trousers against the
backs of his logs. For throe days he has shoveled cheap fill (sand and coral rock)
out of the apartment foundations. Hard going, it will kill another week if they
don't pull him off.
His drink over, ho flips tho carton away and straightens his back against tho
pile, lots it hold him up. His wrists lay across tho points of his knees. Tho first day's
blisters are torn and flaps of greyish skin ridge tho bruised flesh of his hands and
fingers. His work invades him... blade in the sand, stuttering against tho rocks. If
ho doesn't movo, there is, it seems, no pain.
All morning the South Florida wind has carried to him, blended, the Atlantic's
tropic breath and the baked scent of manure from the farm across the canal.
Barely visible, gulls dive there among the standing cattle.
Stillness. The moisture on his neck dries cool. His eyes...closed. It is the
beginning of anywhere. An old conjuring. Each isolate reckless cloud grows to tho
blizzard made of his single wish: to rest. A legion of the universe. Surely, a man
might steer them. Whore, but down? But these iced nameless gods of his dream
die plainly, hurled into tho garing sand, absolved of form. A whistle, or their
diving shrieks. It is the same; a method of hope his world forgives.
He gets up. Not motionless, alive, ho is found, it seems, all of his life. In the
sand, within the slow hours, his silent weight diminishes in tho shovel's throat.

about to arive. i walk
under the lamps of souvenir
shops to the empty beach's
edge, stand under the palms the
city planted there, waves break
their phosphorescent flesh
against the shifting land, north
or south, to the ends of sight, hotels
gleam, are washed by the dull moon,
long ago, on this same beach, a man
told a boy, "at night you could
see the Liberty Ships on fire."
it becomes, simply, longer and
longer ago. there is no fire
tonight, as i walk back, the
drunken young stagger among the
news-gatherers and their cigars:
voices in the jaundiced light.
somehow, eyes burn, salt aflame.

the
wrangled
syzygy
strain
vaseline
slides
slides
the
vaseline
wrangled
strain
syzygy
syzygy
slides
strain
the
wrangled
vaseline
the
wrangled
vaseline

Dave Adams
Dave Adams

Phil Smith
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COMMUNICATION
telephone wires or* for the birds
found thorn outstanding
found thorn out
found thorn out oloft

WAPAKONETA OHIO

stiff winter commas

I drove down the street six times before
I found my grandmother's
house. Somebody
had screened in the front porch
and moved the summer kitchen at the back of the house
sideways. Across the street
weeds grow over the lumber mill where
I cut my toe once.
Once she gave me a china duck;

kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk

I fell on it

shaking the wind in the
wind up with wings with

and got twenty-one stitches
in my head. When I was six
or seven, I spent
the whole summer there,
the Home of the First Man to Walk on the
Moon. He is now a full professor
in Cincinnati. I never met him.
He was gone when I got there.

and I've seen her sit there before the same way
with a sort of mock expression
like she wants to toll you something
but forgot what it was
Mark Barman

found thorn outstanding
stiff winter commas
found them out aloft
shaking the wind in the

from: along highways

kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk
stretch raise the voice
wind up with wings with
wire teeth the the

in a white frame house
drink coffee and watch reruns
of grasshopper wander in the old west
like an off-course comet
outside a streetlight throws
odd beams of light into a widow's car
as it passes our house
for the seventh time that night

stretch raise the voice
they fly off of off
wire teeth the the
taut to speak to bend
they fly off of off
found them out aloft
taut to speak to bend
found them outstanding
Phil Smith
SEPTEMBER LULLABY
Walking through leaves
on a warm fog-owned night;
damp browns and yellows
suffer no sounds.
Muted streetlight
in vaporous domes;
all other obscured
by textured black.
Night of velvet
comforting close,
in this thick mist
an ethereal promise
of reverential quiet
occasioned by sound.
A passing bell
is a lullaby.

quick a ride down to the carryout
in time to watch three kids barely sixteen
try a hold-up guns in their hands
look odd as a carved soap mockery
crumpled money on the counter
and we slide out the side entrance
holding the bag like a three-days-old-child
not knowing why
back home grasshopper is replaced
by a thirteen-yr-old daughter
of a prominent bronx dentist the daughter
this week wanting her boyfriend
invited to the family reunion
and her father saying -no- and she running away
and mother talking in a low tone to dad
he finally giving in the family returned to dinner
the beer by this time warm
we decide that the widow
-past the house for the eighth time
would be amusing to follow
so in a borrowed car
headlights dim in the driveway
we wait for her next pass
she never returned
. „
Mark Berman

J. Garmhausen

DIRIGIBLES
They are rising
Through the ancient water.
We yell to our friends.
More and more dirigibles.
Bridges are thrown
Completely over the river.
The concrete flies overhead.
Dirigibles are roots
Purring like babies.
Rocks are full of them.
It is as if the slow saxophone
Of gravity
Plays out, from our foreheads,
Plays against its pull.
The wind's carp sag,
Like floating,
Old windows.
The ovaries of the air
Open and close.
Jim Grabill

Fran Doty

ONE RIVER

Jim Grabill

One river casts many shadows,
The shadows of course
Move parallel to the river.
One shadow walks into the bookstore
For an unknown reason
And buys Blake's poems.
Three hours later a sandwich
Began in Blake's province.
Then she feels a sunflower
Following her back to the room,
And happens to find a poem
About the sunflower.
One river is in the clouds by now.
Also pouring down the streets
In metal cabins shaped like fish
When seen from the third story.
A fish enters and kisses her
In the mouth. There is a mouth
After the immediate mouth,
Like a river of mouths,
And one river is a river
Of double shadows laying their lips
To the bitter sidewalks.

ONE RIVER
All waves are drinking From one river.
One river is every wave,
In the hair tumbling down
Into the ground,
In the whiskey hammered
Into small deltas
In the river mouth,
One river of waves
From the human ammonia,
Huge coins of salt.
Waved back from first base
To the pitcher's mound...
It is one river that is drinking
On the path, hours behind us,
Where we stooped to share ice water
After the long trip
In full sun...
The car, the road, everything around
Is always in the current
Of one current, each wave
With a different frequency,
Frequencies within frequencies.

ONE RIVER
One river escapes this lifetime,
Like the color of her skirt
Rusting into the air around her,
Then suddenly striking a mirror!
The way an odor suddenly disappears
And then appears without a source,
Like a river that we happen to cross,
On the trip back west,

ONE RIVER
One river arcs
Through the heavens of each atom.
It is its own rainbow,
But without color.
It lifts the sheep of each atom
Off the ground.
Around the moon.
It swims between the fish
That escape from the sheep mouths,
Emulsified in the black green forests
Near the bottom of moving water.

Steve Groiiman

With an unknown source
And a mouth probably opening
Into the ocean of another mouth,
Until the river is two tongues
Plunging into each other
Like opposite directions of the Yin Yang,
Circling the same direction...
In this way, we come and go.
We are still together.
When you speak, part of us
Pours into another life...
A
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GETTING OUT
I.
This morning, the fog changed trees
into upright coffins so *oft
you could touch thom only by crying.
0 Sanfranciscofatherpoetbeware,
1 am ico and cut far beyond
my imagining*.

COUPLETS: A COUPLE

I am leaving the insanity of words.
I will leave the pale blackboard lepers.
Do you hoar?

Today, two candles behind your eyes:
those flames guard a vow there.

1.

2.
In every truckstop between Ohio and the Pacific
cornstalks grow from my footprints,
wheat sticks like dirty socks in my shoes.
I want the smoke of steel-gf>y windows
to focus my nose. I want complete
and unreconcilable surrender to the gods
of my choice; of tiny winged poets.
I must leave quickly or I will wake
some morning and find my body empty
as the husk of a rat. Do you hear?
My intestines are heavy with the smell of fish.
I am leaving the classroom. It is a shadow.
A box of long broken teeth—there are no birds,
only shadows on cracked land, eroded
as a polished land of speech. I am leaving.

Always another guest at the table,
but we are eternally in a still room.
3.
Our friend sees a world, without eyes.
You speak to me in a poetry of silence.
4.
Leaving, I caressed your shoulder:
anyone would think we were married.
5.
We can live this way, we know how.
Doves weep at dawn, but not for us.
Frederick Eckman

II.
young bluehaired blondeyed cowgirl i'll tell you stories
of stars & east with levi's half pulled down in joy
(do you hear) i am the neon sword of your dreams bright
furred knuckles bump your thighs & touch me yes (do you hear)
i am the asphalt candle o eggbreasted horse rider
i am the slow bump & grind of flesh on metal i am gone
(do you hear) in a puff of u.s. tennis shoe smoke
(do you hear) blink your eyes & imagine billie graham
king of the grasshoppers (do you hear) goodbye soft
girl of the stirrups (do you hear) your mouth is so white
it makes me stink (do you hear) goodbye girl of weed &
upturned noses (do you hear) think of me as the world
(goodbye) say that i am eating myself

•ill.
Colorado is a postcard; a magazine layout
with my face inside, ho wind.
I become the hollowed bore of a gun.
A woman walks by—foreshortened into a mother
by the glass. Woman, protect your daughters,
get your children off the streets.
I am moving west disguised as a paraplegic
in a wheelchair, beware; my arms and legs
are televisions. I spark
and am not touched. Make no mistake,
I am deadly with weapons.
Beware; your daughters
want their minds raped, they think
of the rack and screw and their thighs tighten.
Make no mistake, I am
dead with weapons.

IV.
It is too much water and sunI sit propped against a water pitted rock,
my back twisted like a lens against my spine.
I am dead inside this vegetable,
this skin that doesn't fit,
this air that doesn't fit my skin.
It smells of chalk and long hollowed chambers.
I am caught in a carnival echo, a tight circle
of pegs and ropes unbroken by poetry.
Only the gulls live here, indifferent to th* ice
and platitudes of books. But it is the same;
a thumbprint, a credential without a name,
a snapped dog-tag.

V.
I will remember the warm days,
th* blue desert dreams of cactus
and naked indian children.
I will toll stories and got laid.
I will be profound and get laid.
I will become cold.
Jim DeSalvo

Steve Grossman

Allusion to and Illusion of the Fantasy Poems
Hear yet another thought
untouched by familiar speech
that has remained, entombed,
waiting for words
my way to lead.
Come with me now.
I've a dream for you
in the nightmare
that 1 live.
Come,
my eye is the passport,
and my fingers
have picked out the fare
from knotty problems
and stony times,
So with my mind
aching of abuse,
1 can no longer hide
my direction.
Furiously running
to
for
from
with
to here,
where I cannot leave
too fast,
too soon,
where I should have gotten
much later.

It's a place
I've found,
like no place.

•
In truth,
it's only
a melody.
And 1 am
not here,
nor there
Only within myself.
And 1 am
the melody,
like ghosts
that come in dreams,
with no words
to walk on.

THE HOME
urine and violet water
cloud the eyes
blur the roses
patterned on walls, chairs,
on ill-fitting dresses
faded and wrinkled.
roses without thorn or root
sway
to the lull
of the impotent aged.

1 am the melody,
with only
a time- -anytime.

Fran Doty

The melody spreading
to a place- -anyplace,
like ghosts,
with no worlds
to walk on.
Pauli Panu

SO VERY MUCH
When somebody you love very much
Leaves and can't say goodbye,
Their souls live inside of you.
Their love grows and their memories are cherished.
I feel his presence in everyday I live.
I have not forgotten him,
But have learned that life
Must go on without him.
On those special days I can feel your thoughts,
And so very much,
I want to toll you...

I know.
So very much I wish I was strong
Enough for you to lean on me.
But I know my strengths
And so, I leave my thoughts
Go silently with you.
Betsy Gilinson
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Clubs keep alumni in touch

Winter
solitude

Cedar relHl, ITt*fH/» the UINII ef peeoie WaJtMeJ 1*1
the ferrh wn««l minut the popcorn strewn along the
walkways and minut the wreami throughout tho hauntod
housa, waits for Momorial Day to bogin another soason.
(Nawsphoto by Gono J. Puskor)

Four years and a diploma
later, how do graduates keep
in tourh with the University?
Alumni clubs are one way
"Alumni dubs are just
there lor the graduates to
enjoy and serve as a means
to learn what is going on at
BG." Larry Weiss, assistant
director o( Alumni Affairs,
said
Weiss, a University
graduate said 35 alumni
clubs exist in the I'nited
St.n.-- ,md Europe
With half of our 42.000
alumni having graduated
since 1965. there are
naturally a lot ot young
people in Ihe groups Weiss
said
Yet. they .iron I all
students fresh out ot

Bowling Green

"IN PACT, we find that
the graduates nghls out ot
School have several commitments nglil awaj like

Interested in energy crisis ?
Interested in hearing
more about the energy crisis
from legislators and middleclass working persons"
If so. the Citizens' Energy
Conference f'eb 15-18 in
Washington
DC.
may
interest you
The University's Environmental Studies Center, in
conjunction with The News
will send a student to
Washington 1) C to attend
A Crisis of Power.
a
series of discussions, work-

shops and seminars on the
energy ct isis
ENVIRONMENTAL Studies will use the $120 Irom
fall quarter's Save the
News drive to sponsor a University student at the
conference Also the center
will pay for remaining
expenses, including u.iwl
accommodations and pre
registration
Workshops and panels will
be held on the following

Student input needed
Students wishing to apply for the Student Public Service
Committee may do so in 910 Administration Hldg
The committee will be formed to provide student input on
issues concerning the University community and will
initiate and establish programs that will enhance the Image
and reputation of the University
Applications are open to undergraduates who wanl to help
pinpoint possible problem-solving areas and work with
administrators in trying to solve problems

topics clean air. energy
conservation, oil. coal, mill
tics
housing,
trans
pOTtatKHI energy and the
media and policy options
STl DENTS WISHING 10
apply must submit the
lollowing to the Environmental Studies Center 124
Hayes Hall, by Friday

How the student can
enhance the I niversity community once he has returned
11oin Washington
The winner will In- chosen
tins weekend ii\ a representative from environmental
Studies and the News

jobs So. they don't get involved right away.' he said
A new addition to the
growing list of clubs is the
European Club At their inaugural meeting last quar
ter, 35
Kurograds." as
Weiss calls them, met in
Munich. Germany, to hear
University President Hollis
A
Moore Jr speak on
events and changes at the
University
When we talk about
alumni meetings in this
area someone might have to
conic from lU to 15 miles
awaj hut over there they
came from
countries
away.' Weiss said
Though predominant instate enrollment at Howling
Green permits the Ohio
dubs to have large memberships it is otten the out-ofstate clubs which are most
active
Sometimes the taithci
you get away from Howling
Green the more active your
clubs an' Many people in
Cleveland. Dayton and Cincinnati Ihe) can get back to
Bowling Green when they
want to. Weiss said
'However, the people in
Seattle Wash . don't quite
get back to Howling Green
that otten So il .1 club is
going to form there these
people real!) get excited
because it is then only link

with the
added

he

University."

THE BOWLING Green
alumni clubs, organized in
the early 1960s are each run
by a planning committee
which organizes the club's
activities The committee
usually sends out questionnaires asking what type of
meeting form-.t or activity
members prefer
At club meetings, graduates are basically interested
in knowing
what
is
happening at Bowling Green
and what their former
classmates are doing
To fulfill this need. Weiss,
Kred Hanson, associate
director of Alumni Affairs,
and Jim l.ossig Alumni
director, always take to club
meetings copies of the
News, athletic brochures.
current
University
pamphlets and At Bowling
Green, an alumni-orientated
magazine
Some of the activities
various clubs have enjoyed

include wine-tasting parties,
clam bakes, goll tournaments, theater parties, and
attending
University
athletic contests when the
Falcons play in a club area
For example, the Denver
club has planned activities
to host Colorado alumni
when the Falcon hockey
team competes with the Air
Force Academv on March 12
ALL PARENTS of current
Bowling Green students also
receive invitations when a
club function is planned in
their area
"All these meetings unWi'l
just planned to get <inra),
Weiss ..ii,l •• Presence of Br
ministrators. professors and
coaches at meetings draw
big crowds
Alumni clubs serve not
only graduates but also
current and
prospective
students at the University
Suggesting Bowling Green
to high school seniors, parti
cularlv in out-of-stale clubs.

wants a part of you
Poems
Stories
Photos
Artwork

crisis;
Preparation for the conference .

Double Your Drinking Pleasure

Deadline: 15 February
Send to INKST0NE, English Department. Be |
sure to include your name and campus address.

NEW HAPPY HOURS:
Wed. & Thurs. & Sat. 7:30-8:30
Friday 4-6

352-5221
The Brothers of Phi Delta Theta would like to
Congratulate Their Officers for Winter & Spring Quarter:
Pr..ld.nt
Vice-Preild.m
Treasurer
Recording Secretary
St.ward
Pladgamaster
Wardan
Mamban At Large
Housa manager
Social Chairman
ActIvltlet Chairman
Corraspondlng Secretary
Rush Chairman

**4s

K«> a iweetheart!
Order Your Valentine
^
Flowers NOW From
.,.•■'"' Alpha Lambda Delia

115 COURT ST.

(Freshman Women's Honorary)

Valentine Carnations
CO each, or O.t)0 per dozen
— Flowers delivered on Feb. 14 -

S. SIDE SIX

Detach!. Send Today"
Mail Payment
Jan. 30,
ALPHA LAMBDA
440 Stud.

DOCTOR PEPPER s PACK

With Order by
1974 to
DELTA FLOWERS
Serv. Bldg.

Public Relations
IFC Repr eientatl vei
Alumni Secretary
House Improvements
Librarian
Historian
Hospitality
Scholarship Chairman
Chaplin
Chorl.ter

Tuesday, Jan. 22

Phone

I To Be Sent To:

C

16 OZ. 79

I

I
I
L

PLUS DEPOSIT

Name_

Address

SPIRIT

Make Checks Payable to Alpha Lambda Delta

offer good through Jan. 27,1974

•••••••••••••••••••••••••

J
*
*
*

North Gate Lounge
invites all pool-shooters (Guys & Gals)
to an

Open Billiards Tournament

i
*
*
*
*

Weds. Jan. 23
Tourney starts
at 7:00p.m.

*
*
*
*
*
*

i

PLACE TO LIVE THIS

Tickets $3 at the door. Show begins at 8:30
Doors open at 7:30

SUMMER & FALL?

Featuring: "Mr. Skin" Ed Cassidy

IF SO, STOP OUT TO HAVEN
HOUSE MANOR AND CHECK
OUT WHY WE HAVE THE
BEST APARTMENTS IP
TOWN.
':W:y^^*>yW:\*jy^r/\9r\9j:_\9i„v*/r\*jry9j.\t

2 BEDROOM FURNISHED
APARTMENTS.

1163 NAPOLEAN RD.

1st & 2nd Place Cash Prizes!

Entry Fee: $1.50

in concert with I DON'T CARE
at the Agora

STILL LOOKING FOR A

737 S. MAIN

*
*
*

•••••••••••••••••••••••*

Bob Bland
Dannis Smith
Andy Wyszynskl
Mark Sedlti
Maria Vaecnro
p.J. Adassl
Dan Rlegle
Id Colhoun
Mlka Wllcox
Hanry Montgomery
Phil Cox
JoN Koeftler
Mark Tudl
Herb Alpart
Bab Malakaff
Jack Stark
Dan Reigle
Mark Tudl
Tony Vaccaro
Fred Hoffman
Jim Caprara
Tarn Hamburger
Mark Sedlti
Gary Mlchaalls
Bab Pansy
Mike Green
Ron Lake
Bill Schmltt

And Thanks to our Officers of 1973
for a Fantastic Job!

| Ordered By:
I
! Name

A Bowling Green Alumni
club can also provide help to
one-time students who are
trying to establish themselves in a new area The
Falcon Network" is a
service that often finds
alumni offering job suggestions and positions to
another Bowling Green
graduate
The clubs can be a lot of
fun because they are social
in nature." Weiss said, "but
I don't feel they should
strictly deal with thai
Everybody just wants to
know
about
Bowling
Green "

Drive For Domino's
Flexible Part-time Hours

BGSU's literary magazine

-■A summary ol why the
student thinks he is a can
didatc lor the conference;
Past experience In subjects relating to (he energ)

The clubs also provide
financial assistance to students The Toledo club's
Harold Anderson Scholarship, awarded to a worthy
student in the 50-mile area
surrounding Bowling Green,
is an example of support
clubs give current students.

HELP WANTED!

INKST0NE

An evaluation ol the stu
dents
academic
per
formance;
-The name of a laculty
member who may be con
(acted tor recommendation.

and holding a party for accepted freshmen upon their
admission is one function all
clubs stress

FOR INFORMATION CALL
352-9378
OPEN 10-5 DAILY

$

1

•

••

GRAND PRIZE

12 Week Dance Competition
11 Weekly Winners to Dance-Off
for Grand Prize
Every Thursday Night 10:30 • 11:30 P.M.

Agora
3415 Dorr St., Toledo, Ohio
Music by Sweetleaf —
Judging by WIOT Discjockeys
This Week at the Agora: Wed. - Drink & Drown Night
Thurs. • Sweetleaf (Dance Contest)
Fri. • Rainbow
Sat - SPIRIT
I Don't Care
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Wt tttovt Hi« rlfM lo ktnit
Quantities. MM and rt«<ni
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SHOP THIS WEEK
Fro« Tho
TAIIOID
Dtllfsr.d To
Yoir Door
If Too DidVt G.t
Voor Coif Aik
For Ooo At
Tbo Sttl Office

Comedy deals with insanity
his work. Thus, the creator
never saw the finished
product of his labor.

By Mark Glover
Staff Writer
If you want to see some
thing orderly and down-toearth that will make sense
in your everyday life, then it
is strongly recommended
that you not attend the upcoming University Theatre
production
Tomorrow night, the Joe
E. Brown Theatre stage will
become the scene of winter
quarter's opening production
What will take
place is about two hours of
organized madness called
"what the Butler Saw "
The comedy deals wmi
our own conceptions of
sanity and insanity and how
we view them The purpose
of the farce is to ask a very
vital question-who determines what is really sane''
"What the Butler Saw''
had a rather bizzare origin
in go along with its own
madcap nature
JOK ORTON. author of
the farce, was murdered in
England in 1936 a week
before the first showing of

Those who did see the
comedy were impressed and
one New York critic called
it "brilliant, witty and the
funniest show so far on the
New York stage'' when it
ran in this country in 1970
The main focus of the
comedy centers around Dr.
I'rentice and his wife who
vainly try throughout the
show to hide their latest
affairs from each other. All
of this takes place in a
rather unorthodox setting,
namely a private mental
hospital owned by
In
I'rentice
Thomas A. Meyrose.
sophomore (A&S). plays the
role of Dr Prentice and his
wife is portrayed by Kricka
Kluth. junior (A&S). The
two go through a number of
elaborate measures to
conceal
their prizes,
including disguises,
disappearances
and
unbelievable hiding places.
THE WHOLE mess is
complicated by the arrival

WBGU airs requests
New vibrations are hitting
the Bowling Green
area every night from 6-11
on WBGU-r'M (88.1) radio
Every Monday through
Friday the station is
broadcasting album-rock
music, features from National Public Radio and requests from the listening
audience.

"Feedback is the most important thing if this show is
to survive We have con-

know how to handle a witty
dialogue while also performing very physical
action, "he said
In analyzing the production. Dr Myers said
Orion holds a mirror up to
us using the mechanism of
farce In this way. we try to
determine ourselves what is
or is not real

challenge
"They (the playersi must

What the Butler Saw
will be presented allpm

T.'«././/-P.I-I

-^>C^>,

Interview signups for
nexl year's orientation
leaders will be held today
through Fell l
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HtX£ IN Vie HBAZT 0?
term&Y HAVE 6Am&D THE
NATIONS WCKUIS, AN UNLIKELY
6X0UP0F HI6HIUAY Ojei&ILLAS,
BtNT ON exPisssiN6 mete COMHON
HA6B AT Bim UNFAUU-Y VICTIMIZE BY me FUEL smxrAee

J HI. SNEAP IS ONE SUCH
OKIVEII. FOR HIM, LIFE IS A
0XUTAL, PUSTYItQAP, A STARK
NI6HTCAFE, ENDLESS HOURS OF
AN60ISH BEHIND THE WHEEL OF A
HI6 HE MUST DRIVE RELENTUSiLY
TO FEED A FAMILY WHO KNOWS
ONLY.

AU,HBU,
IT'S NOT
THAT BAP!

•■"-»■.

Leaders will conduct a
two houi interaction session
with new students (Ins tail
An informal training
session conducted by Dr
David Hathaway counseling
psychologist, will be held
spring quarter The session
is required lor all new
Student leaders

^®»~ CLaSSIFIED —9*®*^
1 f rmmt needed spr
qtr Rockledge Call 3520128 after 5

CAMPUS! AI.KNDAR
Tuesday. January 22. 1974

The BtlSt' Karale Club will hold a practice session
tonight Irom 6-1 p m in 201 Hayes Hall
The Mentality of the Bourgeoisie.'' a public lecture
by Krithjof Bergmann. Associate Professor of
Philosophy at the t'niversily of Michigan, will be
presented tomorrow night at 7 30 in 220 Math-Science
Bldg Professor Bergmann is one of the nation's most
dynamic lecturers His visit is jointly sponsored by
the College of Arts and Sciences, and the Departments
of Political Science. tierman-Russian. History.
Sociology, and Philosophy
The Sociology t'ndergraduate Interest Group will hold
a meeting tonight at 5 30 p m in the Perry Room ol
the t'nion
The Kink Rats will hold a meeting tonight at 7 00 p.m
m;HH»yeiHall
PHOTOGRAPHY ENTHUSIASTS Open photography
lab for all interested members of the campus
community You must supply your own photographic
paper A fee of s 50 will cover the cost of chemicals
each session Room 232 Technology Building
Wednesdays 12 noon - 5 p.m. Mondays 6-10 p.m
Technical assistance will be available

4*

Manufacturing Laboratory Shop facilities such as
woodworking, metalworking. equipment, etc will be
open to all students for independent work Must
provide own materials and safety glasses with side
shields Thursday 6 p.m. • 10 p.m.. Saturday 9 am. - 3
p m Rm 124 Technology Building.

LOVE IS...
: Having A Place •
• To Get Your Car •
: Worked On.
:

I

We Service All •
•
Foreign and :
: Domestic Cars '

j DISHOP-DATSUN :
353-5271
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Leaders will be chosen on

North Dili* Hwy.
Bowling Green

I

-

by Garry Trudeau
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IMHUlLf NOUIO0NTSAY
- 60NNABE
ANYmmmitl
• ON TV. HUH? P0 THt IZAP-IN.
WA1?

(heir ability lo communicate, familiarity ol the
campus and compatibility
with the orientation
program
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IB AH, IF IVC
CAN6CT THIS
FiLMtemrme

Interviews will be held
Fell 4-7 and lasl about 15
minutes
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The box office for What
the Butler Saw" is open
daily from 11 am to 3 30
pm.. and after 7 p.m on
performance evenings Admission is 25 cents for University students with ID
cards and $1 50 for adults
Money-saving group rates
and bargain books also are
available For reservations
and further information,
phone c 4191 372-2719

DOONESBURY

Leader sign-up
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A career development
education seminar will be
held tonight with Dr Edwin
llerr, chairman oi counselor
education and director of
vocational education at
Pennsylvania University
The meeting will be Irom
7-10 p.m. in 112 Life Science
lildg
The seminal is sponsored
by the career and technology
and (he guidance and counseling graduate programs ol
the College of Education

„,

There will be an open discussion of the play immediately following the performance Thursday. The
University Theatre invites
the audience to remain and
exchange ideas about the
production with the director,
cast and designers

Settings and lighting for
the farce have been
designed by John H Hepler.
associate professor of
speech, and costumes by
Cathy Gilmore. junior (Ed.)

S"

It. 11. nil ...h ...»

tomorrow night in the Joe E.
Brown Theatre. University
Hal). Performances for the
two-act play will continue
through Sunday, Jan. 27.

DR. MYERS promised
"an interesting evening for
the audience that might
provide some food for
thought plus the laughter
that accompanies the
comedy.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

li

fidence that it will." Baker
added
Baker said listeners can
call from 8-11 pm each
weekday night and rap with
the DJ's at 372-2826

Seminar

Frank Baker. WBGU
director, said Frank Johnson. Tom Rezny and regular
disc-jockey Jerry Anderson
host the new show which
airs features from 6 30-8
p.m. and album rock from 8II p.m.

of Dr. Ranee, a state inspector played by Brian
Kiser. graduate student.
Other characters in the
mental institution dodging
Dr. Ranee and the Prentices
include Geraldine Barclay,
played by Lorna Marmaduke.
senior
lEd. I:
Nicholas Beckett, played by
William D
Myerholtz.
junior iA&S). and Sergeant
Match, played by Phil
Krotz. senior (Ed.).
The climax to the play is
one guaranteed to provide a
few open mouths and has
been described by critics as
one of those endings Oscar
Wilde might have dreamed
up in a sequel to his famous
"The Importance of Being
Earnest."
Dr Norman Myers, director of the play, said the production presents the players
a unique and interesting

I
*

The Political Science Student Cmon will hold its first
origizational meeting tonight at 7 30 in 303 Mosley
Organizers are asking all majors, minors, and
interested to attend, as this meeting will establish the
future of the organization.
HELP WANTED
Photographic
Supplies
Salesman for Bowling
Green Store. Inquire at
Gross Photo. 109 State or
call 352-0160

others ISO dep 1st mo
rent free Call 353 6815 or
3M-9171
1 female rmmt immed
Call after 6. 352-5706

M rmmt needed Own
room Call S52-5S»7 after
10 pm.

Big Brothers & Big Sisters needed to help boys
15-17 living in a group
home. Interested'' Call
352-9206. atk for Jan

Need 1 male roommate
in 4 man apt winter &
spring Call 3M-W38

Need 2 f. rmls. spr. qtr.
in house 160 mo 352
9134.

1 f. needed immediately
to share apt with 2

1 f rmmt needed winter
quarter 352-6045

WANTED

SERVICES OFFERED
Typist experienced in
typing dissertations and
theses 353-1602
Abortion
Information
Service. Clinic very close
to area 1-24 week pregnancy terminated by licensed certified gynecologist
Immediate
arrangements will be
made with no hassle. Call
collect 24 hour service
216-631-1557
ABORTIONS
Safe.
Indiv care, from $100
For appl dial clinic
direct at i202> 785-35813650 or 12021 833-3813-3814
DC
FAMILY
MEDICAL CENTER
INC 919-18th St . N.W.
Ste 121 Washington DC
Across from Doctors
Hospital
PERSONALS
Valentine's Day will be
here sooner than you
think so order your
flowers now' Alpha
Lambda Delta will
deliver them for you on
the 14th! Order forms in
today's BG News & all
dorms
Bigs. Littles
Order
Valentine flowers from
1
ALP
Free 7 mo old black cat;
spade female, housebroken Must have good
home 354-3612
The Brothers of Sigma
Alpha Epsilon wish to
congratulate their newly
inducted Actives
PhiAlphal
Kappa Sigs now looking
for dates for their Playdiom Party. Get
Psyched

Kathy Happy late Birth
day. Congratulations on
V-President and to the
greatest Big anybody
could have LITB. Your
Loving Little. Sallie
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Golden-heart
Rush.
January 21st and 23rd. 910 30 p m Open to all
interested girls.
Argyle coming Jan 26.
not as socks or sweaters
but as the areas No 1
band in a beer blast
Sue. I 111 so happy to have
you as my Big. AX Love.
Candy
BAl'S - What can we
sav' You'll be great
Love and Luck H H 24
To my fantastic Big
Debbie I'm so glad to be
a part of your family
Thanks bunches for being
my Big' DZ love and
mine. Little Sue
Exit Magazine is a
weekly area arts and
leisure guide to Northwest Ohio Buy it at
newsstands today.
Congratulations Debbie
and Rick on your engagement - 3rd floor Porkers
EXPERIMENTAL
STUDIES We have just
published a list of faculty
members willing to
sponsor
independent
study, together with the
areas and topics of
interest to them This
lilt, which also includes
university courses available for credit by
from Dean's Offices,
dormitory
reception
desks. M A P office, and
Experimental Studies
ARGYLE. not socks or
sweaters, but the band,
has a beer blast that'll
show you what ywi've
been missing In the past.

FOR SALE
350X
Refractor
Telescope
Excellent
condition
Accessories
352-7849
Smith-Corona manual
typewriter Barelv used
$60 or best offer Call 3725205
Sony reel to reel tape
recorder and tapes $l75
Gary. 352-6446
'70 Cutlass Supreme power windows, door
locks. & seat, air conditioning, hood lock.
AM-FM stereo, rear
defroster. best ofler Ph
352-8037
JVC Automatic changer
turntable with M7S type
II Cartridge $75.00. Ph
2-2476. 8-5 weekdays, ask
for Sam
1973 scuba lank It regulator Also other scuba
equipment 423 Darrow
2-5769
71 Triumph Spitfire Low
mileage, exel cond 30
mpg J1500 352-6733
FOR RENT
Cherry Hill Village Apt.
complex now leasing summer and fall 1974-75
Call 352-6248 for rental
info
Preferred
Properties
Apis & houses for rent.
Summer & fall Call 3529378 for rental info.
NOW LEASING
NEWLOVE
APARTMENTS
Nice two bedroom apartments for four students
Big closets, carpeting
throughout.
good
locations
Apartment
Buildings located at 521
East Merry and 824 Sixth
Street Phone 353 7381 for
further information

Tu.tdoy January 22, 1974, Tha BO Newi/Pweje 11

Kenny White

April Fool-Scanlan's a Falcon
Who says playing practical jokes can't be an experience
as well as rewarding, especially when they come on the
biggest joke day of the year April Pool's Day-*
Just ask John Piper
Piper, as assistant cage coach under former BG coach
Bob Conibear. had the task of collecting one of the most
sacred documents affiliated with a school's intercollegiate
athletic program
In this case, it was the Mid-American Conference's letterof-intenl

Before he could say another word. Scanlan's mother
brought her son's signed letter and gave it to Piper, who was
recovering from a few missed palpitations of his heart
The joking mother then assured Piper everything was
alright and that Brian, as well as the rest of the Scanlan
clan, was happy about his decision to attend Bowling Green
It was official-Scanlan was a Falcon The BG coaching
staff had out-recruited the computers at Brown and the
imlit.ii v at West Point

THIS PAPER is like a contract and binds a player
recruited out of prep school to the designated institution to
continue his education and athletic career
On April 1. 1970. Piper went to the home of Brian Scanlan
with intentions of picking up the already signed letter After
talking with Scanlan the night before. Piper was assured
Scanlan was coming to Bowling Green
Scanlan was supposed to leave the signed letter with his
mother before he left for school

First of a series

PIPER, thinking everything was roses, had his smile turn
into a frown when Scanlan's mother said her son had not
affixed his John Hancock on the letter before he left
After questions as to why Scanlan did not sign the letter I
nervous Piper was getting ready to go to Lakewood Senior
High School to confront his recruit about the delay-

I'pon his arrival to the BG campus in Ihe fall of 1970
Scanlan soon discovered an expected smooth sailing had
turned into a rocky trail
He didn't have much trouble in the classroom--he was an
exceptional student-but on the basketball court it was a
different story He had a tough time adjusting from high
school to college roundball
Scanlan was the sixth man on the freshman squad He was
a picture of well, let's just say he couldn't walk and chew
gum at the same time once he laced up his sneakers and hit
the court
To put it plainly. Scanlan looked like an awkward gazelle
on the arena boards during his freshman year No one knew

better how terrible he was than Scanlan himself
But there was one trait about Scanlan that Piper
remembered which made him stick with the game ol
basketball when any ordinary person might just as well have
called it quits
PIPER, Scanlan s freshman coach, saw the inner Iran
and remembers it as the "drive to succeed
"Brian was a 6'6" pivot man in high school and the
transition to becoming a forward in college was a very slow
process. Piper recalled
"The forward position was where he cScanlan i would play
in college F.ven though il would call lor more mobility on
his part. I really thought Scanlan could make the
adjustment and become a sixth man or a contributing
factor on Ihe varsity team." Piper said
Piper began looking more like a palm reader when
Scanlan lound himsell on the pint watching Hob Hotaling,
Jack Wissman and Jim Kindle form the nucleus of Ihe team
SCANLAN began his lust campaign as a center but thai
was complicated by a problem with mobility and an early
shooting slump He also experienced loul trouble which
eventually had him on the bench for 50 per cent ol Ihe
freshman games
Hul there always comes a time when things cant get any
worse they have to get belter--and it took a mid season
road game lor Scanlan to finally live up to his predicted
potential.

Piper said Scanlan matured into a ball player when be
came off the bench to score 22 points and grab eight
rebounds in the 93-79 win over Eastern Michigan.
"THAT EASTERN contest really helped him." Piper
said "At the time you could have called him a practice
player but he had to come through with a good performance
that night and he did "
From that game on Scanlan became the Falcons' pillar of
strength He was the player who rose to great heights when
the going got tough He was the player who performed
exceptionally under any circumstance He was the player
his teammates went to in the clutch
This was the new Brian Scanlan-confidence and all- who
was just beginning to live up to his billings
Even though Scanlan played well in the latter stages of the
campaign, there was still room for improvement in his
overall game There was a need lor quick development
because the following year he was to perform strictly from
the forward spot
The skinny kid broke the barrier which held him back
from excelling under game conditions He didn't give up
under pressure circumstances or on himself
Scanlan knew he could play basketball He knew the road
to respectability was a long one and one he would have to
tread by himself to make himself a winner.
What followed a mediocre beginning was a summer of
hard work and dedication on Scanlan's part to polish up his
game.

leers take three games
By Mark Glover
Assistant Sports Editor
They brawled
Friday
night, mauled Saturday
night and had a close call the
following evening
This is not the biography
of a New York City street
gang but it is a fairly
accurate account of last
weekend's hockey action as
the Falcon* won three
games in a row to raise their
record to 12-13
AFTER Bowling Green
beat Colgate. 5 1. Friday
night at home the team
journeyed to Lake Forest,
III., and blasted the
Foresters. 15-4. Saturday
night
and
6-4. Sundaj
evening
I
Last
weekend began
harmlessly enough at the
BG Ice Arena Colgate came
to town tor a nice, simple
athletic showdown with the
Falcons
It was a clean game and
BG proceeded to build up a
4-1 lead hallway through the
third period i goals by Duffy
Smith. Greg Hatch. Bob
I>obek and Steve Hall I
The politeness ended when
Ited
Haider defenseman
Mike Milbury slammed
Dobek against the boards at
center ice at 15 35 of the
final stanza Dobek's head

bounced

off

the

board!

alarmingly
Falcon mentor Hon Mason
later called the play
a
clean check." but more than
a lew BG leers were eyeing
Milbury with a lew snarls as
Dobek was carted oil the ice
I he later recovered >
It was only 39 seconds
alter play resumed when all
hell broke loose

Stewart boosted Ihe Falcon
margin with his goal at Iti 29
ol the period This was the
lasl tally ol the nighl making
the Una I 5 I
Coach Mason said alter
ihe contest thai he regretted
to see the fight but lelt
teammates had a right to
protect each other when in
trouble
THE BG mentor was ver>

MIl.Bl'RY was slammed
into the boards by Mike
Bartley. and Roger Archer
and Milbury came up
swinging It looked like an
explosion at the hockey
glove factory as opposing
players paired ofl to make
sure H would slay just a twoman light between Archer
and Milbury
Referee Bill Puiceli and
linesman
Dick
Koch
wrestled the two lighting
skaters to Ihe ice when
Falcon winger Jack Lame
started to slug it out with
Colgate's Kick Mirabelli
This was one ol those pride
affairs where the two gel in
their licks and then helped
each other up alter the

scuffle
By the time this light
ended. Archer and Milbury
were ready to square oil
again A conclusion was
reached by Ihe officials
after about 15 minutes, and
all lour lighters were
ejected from the contest
I'lav resumed and John

pleased with the net play ol
freshman goalie Al Sarachnian. whose performance he

called super
The Falcons waltzed to
north
Chicago Saturday
night and blitzed Lake
Forest. 15 4. in what can
only be called a
stalls
tician's nightmare
The BG statistics alone
account for the lopsided
score Three hal lucks In
Ihe game i Doug Ross, Huh
Nagai and Dobek • was a
new record The Falcons
scored seven goals in Ihe
second stanza, also a record
Dobek had lour goals in
Ihe game and they were the
lastest lour in Ihe school's
history (four in IB 55"
Other Falcon goals in the
slaughter were scored byKevin
Mac Donald
John
Stewart. Greg Hatch. Mike
Hartley and Hick ( ostello
A "latigue factor" look
allect Sunday night as HG
played their third game in as
manv davs

TOM
ESPF.R
and
MacDonald scored Falcon
(allies in Ihe In si period that
ended 2-1
Alter Dobek
scored in the second period s
outset. Lake Forest charged
and slammed home three

goals before a stunned HG
squad lelt the ice lor the
Intermission
The Falcons came liring
out to play What became an
aggressive third period Hob
Dobek, a rare visitor to the
penalty box. made three
journeys lo the sin bin'' in
tins stanza
Al 11 25 ol Ihe period,
Vig.u broke away and
scored an unassisted goal
The goal also came as a
surprise to the Lake Forest
learn which was working on
a power play al the tune ol
the break away by the little
Hi; hustler
"Bronco" Hartley put the
icing on i lie cake a lew
minutes later when he
gunned home a goal to make
Ihe hnalti-4
The two freshman goalies
picked up the Lake Forest
wins with Mike l.iut in the
nets Saturday evening and
Al Sarachman winning in
goal Sunday
The skaters journey to
South Bend, Ind . tomorrow.
night lo play Notre Dame
The
Fighting Irish" will
then visit Ihe Ice Arena
Friday night lor a 7 30 p m
encounter

Ryland sparkles in loss
The swimmers keep improving, but the competition
is getting tougher. Bowling
Green swimming coach Tom
Stubbs said after his team
absorbed a 62-51 defeat at
the hands of Notre Dame
last Friday night

Despite a fantastic showing by BG's Dave Kyland
the Irish managed to capture key secondhand thirdplace positions to garner the
victory
Ryland.
a sophomore,
placed first in the 1000-yard

Athletic photos
Anyone
interested
in
ordering athletic photos
taken during the last two
years can do so Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday in
room 201 of the Stadium, the
sports information office
All orders must be accompanied by cash with the cost
of black and white photos
being 75 cents for five by
seven prints and $1 for eight
by 10 prints.

Color team photos in football, hockey, basketball,
swimming and wrestling are
also available. Cost of the
color team photos are $2 for
an eight by 10 print. $5 for a
mounted 11 by 14 print and
$20 for a mounted 16 by 20
print.
Hours for ordering will be
from 2-5 p.m. Wednesday
and from 8 am until 3 p.m.
Thursday and Friday.

freestyle, the 500-yard freestyle, and the 200-yard
butterfly The three events
are considered the most
grueling
in
swim
competition
RYLAND raced to his best
times of the season in all
three events, providing
some optimism for an otherwise solemn Stubbs
We needed a victory in
the 50-yard freestyle, and we
didn't get it We just missed
a second place in the 100yard freestyle, and we
needed that, too," said
Stubbs.
BILL W1TTENMYER and
freshman Dennis Erdelyi
placed first and second
respectively in Ihe breas-

ALL INTERESTED MEN WELCOME.

BILL BRADBURN had
his best time of the year
(2:10.6) in the backstroke..
but it was only good enough
for third place
The loss brings the
Falcons' record to 2-3. and
the swimmers will hit the
road again this weekend
with a Friday night meet at
Loyola of Chicago and a
Saturday afternoon encounter at Northern Illinois

Grapplers trounce TU, 30-9
By Jerry Mtsek
All season. BG wrestling
coach Bruce Bellard and the
Falcon wrestlers have been
echoing the statement,
"Wait til we put it all
together."
Last weekend. Ihe Falcon
matmen did "put it all
together" against Toledo at
Anderson Arena.
Bowling Green's 30-9 mat
win evened their record at 55 and ended an eight-year
dominance by Toledo on the
mats. Until last Saturday.
BG's lasl victory over the
Rockets was in 1966 when
the Falcons won the MidAmerican
Conference
(MAC).
For the first time this
season, the lighter weight
classes came through with
victories to give BG an early

Lacrosse
A meeting will be held at 7
p.m. today in 102 Business
Administration Bldg
for
anyone interested in playing
varsity lacrosse this spring

lead After Falcon Kurt
Leonard dropped the 118 lb
bout. 11-0. Bill Frazier
pinned his opponent in the
third period to put BG
ahead, 6-4.
"BELLARD'S
boys''
captured six of the last eight
matches.
Tom O'Neal fought to a 4-4
draw at 134 lbs . and the
Falcons held a slim 8-6 lead
as Joe Kosch paired off with
MAC runner-up John
Zychowicz at 142 lbs.
Kosch,
a sophomore,
battled the TU grappler to a
6* tie with two minutes left
Kosch worked an escape
with 20 seconds left, and
shot a takedown with just
two seconds remaining to
gain a 9-8 upset victory.
Bowling Green's three undefeated wrestlers in the
middle
weights--Steve
Taylor, Dennis G'Neil and
Mike Melting- remained unbeaten with impressive
victories.
Injured in the Marshall
meet last Thrusday, Taylor
came up with a 14-6 triumph
at 150 lbs. A 17-4 win netted
O'Neil his ninth decision of
the year, and Melting's 9-0

m
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THE WIN was BG's first
in league competition, while
Toledo has lost three
straight MAC dual matches.
An apparent body slam at
the final buzzer of the 177 lb.
match caused some controversy. TU's Bergman,
ahead 5-1 in the third period,

SAT., JAN. 26-1:00 P.M.
ENTRY FEE-M .50

TROPHY TO WINNER & RUNNER-UP

SIGN UP AT UAO OFFICE
WINNER INVITED TO REPRESENT BG
AT REGIONAL TOURNEY AT KENT
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*
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WaCODCDO Wed. 9:30 a.m.
VLOr CKO Lutheran Chapel
An Event of the Week
for
Christian Unity

flipped Nieset on his back as
the match ended The BG
junior had to be helped off
the mat. No penalty was
called and referee Harry
Lanzi later explained.
"It was a perfectly legal
maneuver."
be said.
"Nieset just landed wrong,
that's all."
Bellard agreed with the
decision. "Dave was just too
nervous, and he tightened up
after he hit the mat."
"I was real happy with our
victory," Bellard added.
"We were aggressive. TU
had four boys out with injuries, but I feel we still
would have beaten them."

UAO 14-1 BILLIARDS TOURNEY

LT" "H

^ V

352-1411

shutout left him with a 7-0
slate
TU's Joe Bergman gained
a victory over Dave Nieset
at 177 lbs , Dave Wolfe accepted a forfeit at 190 lbs.,
and BG heavyweight John
Jacquot won his first match
of the season, 4-2, to round
out the scoring

KS

o

KAPPA SIGMA
RUSH
Tues., Jan. 22
7-9
FOOD - DRINK
ENTERTAINMENT

troke for the lourth straight
meet
Stubbs said he was pleased
with Hob Ellis performance
in the 200-yard individual
medley "He came through,
again," the BG mentor said,
reflecting upon the freshman's second-place finish

SflV6

Colgate's Don Shakespoare (11) folk in hit attempt to scar* as Falcon fooli* AJ
Sarachman slaps the shot a-way while Al Leitch (S) seems in to help. Bowline
Green won ihe home game, 5-1, before going on the road to beat Lake Forest
twke, 15-4 and 6-4 to complete last weekend's action. (Nowtphoto by Joe
Darwal)

^RlSJltt.

Char Broiled Steaks aad
Chops
Full Course Family
Dinner
12 VARIETIES
PANCAKES * WAFFLES
Open Tees, thru Sat.
7:30-1
Sundays 7:3t - 7:M
II-' EAST WOOSTKR
BANQl'KT IdMIM

NOON SPECIALS DAILY
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Scanlan rescues Falcons

It's a bird, no
...it's Superman
By Kenny While
Spurn Editor
Clark Kent could not have pulled II off any smoother
It was late in the first period of the BG-Kent State
basketball game last Saturday night at Pat Haley's House of
Hoops
Brian Scanlan stood up. peeled off his warmups. hitched
up his shorts and signaled to the scorer's table that he was
coming in to the contest
The only thing missing was the legendary telephone booth
SUPERMAN, for one night anyway, wore No 33 on his
back and had the word Falcons stitched across his front
He played 25 minutes in front of 5.375 patrons who kept
muttering. 'When's he going to miss''" He rarely did He
put on one of the greatest exhibitions of shooting the local
hemp house fans had ever seen
Super Scanlan lei it fly 11 limes connecting on seven ol
them (63 per cent) and netted 18 points He also hauled down
nine rebounds
IT WAS the spark Ihe Falcons needed to score a 71 HI win
over Kent State in a game which saw Skip Howard peel oil
12 rebounds and add eight points while rejecting lour Kcnl
shots Mark (arlwrighl hil double figures 112) for his second
consecutive game and Dick Selgo came up with lli points on
a seven for 15 shooling night

"A player must have the attitude to stick with it when the
going gets rough." the Falcon sparkplug pointed out. "I
think that tonight I helped the team more by coming off the
bench "
SCANLAN was demoted to the pine at the beginning of the
real lor purposes thai would benefit the team after being a
starter for the Iwo previous hoop campaigns
He would be Haley's ace in the hole, the sparkplug who
stirs things up A unique player. Scanlan is a leader whose
enthusiasm is contagious along with his burning desire to
win
"Brian was a sparkplug tonight." Haley said afterwards
A guy that works as hard as him is going to have those
types ol games He works for everything he gets "
The Falcons, now 9-4 overall and 3-1 in the MAC. led by
one. 31-30, al Ihe intermission, but a 40-point second period
secured the Falcons' third straight MAC victory
Super Scanlan 114 points I and Selgo (eight points I paced
Ihe Falcons comeback win which saw Howard break a
knotted score 184-96) with a tip-in al the b' 22 mark of the

final staiw
Dennis Odle topped Ihe losers with 17 points while Fred
Walker and Ricky Gates hooped 16 apiece

The race.

Scanlan. who had been shooting aa though he waa ■
member ol Shooter Anonymous said, My shot's been Of I
and my confidence was down a little
There was some speculation ih.ii Ihe Falcons' answer to
John Havlicek was experiencing a shooling slump,
something thai attacks all basketball players .it MM time in
their careers

Team
Ohio

MAC
W-L
4-0

BOWLING GREEN

3-1

M

SCANLAN. a 44 per cent shooter on the year tallied only
lour, five and four points respectively In Ins last three ball
games Hul according to the Falcons veteran forward, he
was not in a shooting slump

Toledo
Western Michigan
Central Michigan
Miami

2-1
1-2
1-2
1-3

11-3
7-6
7-7
5-8

Kent State

0-3

7-7

There is no such thing as a slump II your shooling is oil.
that's it There is no excuses." Scanlan explained in Ihe
Falcons jubilanl dressing quartet I
It bothered me a little bit but you can't let it ailed Ihe
olher parts ol your game." Scanlan said referring to his
shooting drought I knew I was having some bad games hut
I just told myself lhal my shooting will be back
During Ihe past week Scanlan look about 2(1 minutes ol
shooting practice after Ihe team's daily two-hour practice
sessions Before the Kent game, he went to the arena and
look 15 minutes of shooting practice a hall hour before the
JV game started

Overall
W-L
9-5

Tomorrow
BOWLING GREEN al Western Michigan 7 30p.m.
Central Michigan at Toledo
Miami al Ken! State
Ohio at Cleveland State

Bob Hotoling .xhibitt th* p.rfect form for a jump »hot at h. pomps in a two
pointer over ihe oot-itrelched hand of Kent State's Fred Walker in the falcon*
71-61 win over th. Golden Flaihei latl Saturday night.
(r+e wipKoto by Corl
Said)

'Swoosh'

Last Saturday
HOWLING GREEN 71. Kent Stale SI
Ohio97. Western Michigan 55
Miami83, Central Michigan 68

Toledo 59 Wisconsin Green Hay 51

Selgo regains touch
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By Jack OBreza
Executive Sports Editor

'Fighting Irish' snap

I'ntil last Saturday. Dick /eke Selgo was shooting
aboui as well .is Milt Chamberlain shoots Mom the chanty
stripe
No matter how hard Selgo tried. Ins shots weren't going
through the hoop He was connecting on a measly 37 :i per
cent ol ins shots iiom the field toi the season Selgo had
made only 12 ol his last 46 attempts from Ihe held
"I don't know what it is that's kept me from shooting with
any kind ol consistency, he said while viewing Ihe 1(1.A
Notre Dame clash on the tube
Everyone tells me it's
mental Maybe it is 1 still feel confident when I lake a
shot "
i try to get in a little extra shooting every day." Selgo
added
All I can do is shoot naiur.illy and try not to think
about it I Slump I. especially when 1 go up for a shot If
you've got the shot you have to take it You're only hurling
the learn il you don I shoot when you re open

88-game Bruin streak
By Howard Smith
Al* Sports Writer
When the ball came to
me I was open and I knew
we had to have it." explained Notre Dame guard
Dwight Clay "SO I just concentrated on Ihe shot and.
thankfully. 1 made it "

REPLACING Ihe injured Jefl Montgomery in the starting
lineup Selgo proceeded 10 help the Falcons dispose ol Ihe
Flashes with his long range bombs /.eke" hit seven ol 15
attempts Iroin lli to 20 feel out to snap his personal shooting
slump
The law ol averages had to catch up 10 me sooner or
later said an elated Selgo in the victorious Howling Green
lockerroom Once 1 got on track and warmed up my
confidence came back
The six-foot junior guard had 16 points, three assists and
two steals against the Flashes His 18 foot jump shot put the
Falcons ahead 51-40 with » II left to pla) Mtei Kent tied
the score at 51 all on a bucket by Fred Walker Selgo dished
a picturesque pass to a streaking .lack Wissman who scored
on a driving layup to pul the Falcons ahead. 53-51
He iSelgo' just got it going." said coach Pat Haley
"He's a streak shooter He just got Ins confidence back
tonight

Clay's is looter from the
cornel came with 28 seconds
left and gave the Irish,
ranked No 2 nationally, a
stunning 71 70 decision over
top ranked 1(1,A last Saturday, snapping the Bruins'
record winning streak at 88

games
The Irish. 10-0 on the
season, trailed by 11 points
with :i '; minutes left Then
center John Shumate scored
a pair of quick buckets, ig
niting a furious comeback
Gary Bokaw contributed two
clutch jump shots down the
stretch and passed off to
Clav for ihe decisive basket.

'UIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIItlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllV'

Quote
After Notre Dame's 71-70 victory over UCLA last
Saturday. Irish coach Digger 1'helps was asked il his learn
has a psychological edge over the Bruins lor the upcoming
rematch scheduled lor Saturday night al UCLA
"Who's psyched" Phelps responded
As a matter of
fact. I'm hoping for President Nixon to call and cancel our
flight I hope we run out ol gas belore we have to go out
there

THE

Netnehete by

the scorers with 13 points
Cathy Cope land tossed in 11
while Christie Long added
10
The II squad revenged
the earlier loss by handing
the "St
It team a 45-40
setback Leading scorers for
the Falcons were Handy
Mascorella with 11 and Pat
Holt with 10

MM

Jayvees dump Findlay
The junior varsity boopslers won their fourth game
of Ihe season last Saturday
as they defeated the Findlay
JV s. 67-46
For the second year in a
row. it was Findlay s hometown product. John Arnold,
who led to the Oilers'
downfall

Arnold topped the Falcon
scoring parade with 18
points on an eight of 14 performance from the field He
also pulled down 15 rebounds
and dished out four assists.
Teammates Dan Hipsher.
Jay I'nderman and Hon
Grayson were also in double

figures Hipsher and I'nderman tallied 14 markers each
while grabbing 15 and 13
boards, respectively Grayson flipped in 11 points
Coach Rick Schneider's
JV's out rebounded the
Oilers by a 69-34 margin, and
it was a big factor in Ihe
contest

In other games involving
top 20 teams. No 3 North
Carolina State buried North
Carolina-Charlotte
104-72:
No 4 Maryland sank Navy
72-50. No 5 North Carolina
edged Duke 73 71. No 6
Marquette defeated Fordham 90-74: No 7 Providence
look St Joseph's. Pa . 67-62.
No 8 Vanderbilt ripped
Auburn 96-51. and No 10
Alabama slipped past LSI'
in overtime 80-79
Also No 11 South Carolina
beat Penn 67-57: No. 12
Indiana shaded Iowa 55-51:
No. 14 Michigan held off
Michigan State 84-82, No 15
New Mexico was upset by
Texas-El Paso 78-71. No 16
Louisville dumped Memphis

lloofsii us

Co-captain of this year's
Falcon hoopsters. Bill
"Skip" Howard, was BG's
best defensive player last
season as a sophomore

Sal*. hultW. to kttp ban in play

Female cagers
The women cagers split
their two-game series with
Ohio State last Saturday in
Columbus
The A' team fell short to
the Buckeyes top team by a
64-54 margin The Falcons
had a total of 31 turnovers
which proved costly in the
loss
BG shot a poor 36 per cent
with Jane Pekarek leading

OKI

capping a frantic. 12-point
Irish streak
UCLA HAD three shots
from shorl range in the
closing seconds before Shumate grabbed the rebound at
the buzzer

The 6 10" junior from
Dayton Dunbar averaged
12 3 points and 9 6 rebounds
per contest as a starter last
season He hit career highs
of 32 points and had 16
rebounds against Niagara
last season
According to head coach
Pat Haley. Skip's greatest
asset is that he is coachable.
Howard is averaging 10.4
points ind 9 1 rebounds per
game.

Stale 94-81. No 18 Missouri
was beaten by Kansas State
70-67. No
19 Wisconsin
bombed Illinois 1111-75. and
No 20 Cincinnati defeated
Fairleigh Dickinson 96-70
UCLA
Coach
John
Wooden, whose learn hadn't
lost since dropping an 89-82
decision to the Irish in South
Bend three years ago, took
the loss in stride
"I'M NOT mad or glad
about the end of the streak,"
said Wooden
Once we
broke the record last year,
the streak was meaningless
We certainly didn't figure to
lose, though, with three
minutes to go and up by 11
points But they kept coming
at us. and they deserve a remendous amount of credit
for their play."
Brokaw wound up with 25
points and Shumate 24 for
the Irish, who trailed by nine
at the half Bill Walton,
making his first appearance
since injuring his back three
games ago. went all the way
and scored 24 points for
UCLA. Keith Wilkes added
18.

Gymnasts
Minus three top performers, the Falcon female
gymnasts put on an outstanding show against
Youngstown Stale last
Saturday
before falling.
76 40-75 45
In the vaulting competition. Elaine Lewis and
Connie Snyder took second
and third. In the unevenparallel bars. Karen
Glenn and Elsa Ayala
finished second and third,
respectively.
The only first-place effort
of the afternoon was Glenn
on the balance beam with
Teresa Hoover nabbing third
place.

